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ABSTRACT

EXTENT AND STYLES OF DEAN AND FACULTY PARTICIPATION
IN DECISION MAKING WITHIN SELECTED SCHOOLS OF NURSING

MAY 1991
VEDA L. ANDRUS, B.S.N., UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
M.S.N., UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by:

Professor Norma Jean Anderson

The purpose of this research was to identify, describe, and
analyze the extent of faculty participation in administrative
decision making within selected schools of nursing.

The style of

participation was analyzed.
The secondary purpose of the research was to observe whether the
dean and faculty shared similar perceptions regarding the extent and
style of participation in administrative decision making.
This qualitative research study utilized in-depth interviews
with the dean and two faculty members from three randomly selected
baccalaureate schools of nursing in New England.

The dean and

faculty members were interviewed regarding the extent and style of
participation in administrative decision making.

For the purpose of

this study, administrative decisions fell into the following areas:
(1) budget, (2) policy formulation, (3) facilities utilization,
(4) faculty tenure, and (5) faculty workload.
vi i

The formulation of

these decision making areas were, in part, taken from a study
conducted by O'Kane in 1984.
Although categories for the styles of participation emerged as
the investigation proceeded, Lawler's (1985) classifications of
styles of decision making were utilized as guidelines.
Conclusions from this study included the following:
(1) In each of the five areas of administrative decision making,
the extent of input from the deans and faculty members
depended upon the type of decision to be made.
(2) Perceptions expressed by each participant regarding the
extent of participation in decision making were shown to be
parallel.

The dean and the faculty viewed both the process

and the individuals engaged in the process similarly.
(3) The style of decision making utilized depended upon the
area of decision making addressed.
(4) The following themes were commonalities within and across
schools as identified by the researcher: organizational
climate, structure, and the dean's style of leadership.
These themes direct the style of decision making employed
within the schools of nursing.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem
Much has been written about participative management in the
context of business and organizational literature (Kanter, 1983;
Kouzes & Posner, 1987; Lawler, 1986; Likert, 1967; McGregor, 1966;
Peters, 1988; Sashkin, 1984/1986).

Sashkin (1984) defines

participative management by identifying four areas of participation
for employees.

Employees may participate in setting goals, making

decisions, solving problems, and in making changes in the
organization.

In this study, participative decision making within

the organizational setting of a school of nursing has been explored.
Participative decision making as a leadership style has been
addressed in a few articles within the field of nursing
administration and only one study has been done within the field of
nursing education (0‘Kane, 1984).

This raises the questions of

whether participative decision making is included in the style of
leadership implemented within schools of nursing and to what extent
opportunities have been made available for faculty to participate in
administrative decision making.

These questions have been explored

in this study.
The following areas will be addressed in the next section of
this chapter: participative management, participative decision
making, nursing leadership, participation in nursing, and nursing
deans and faculty.
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Participative Management
Most organizations are run in a hierarchical fashion whereby
decision making, goal setting, problem solving, and organizational
change are designated from the top of the management structure and
little input is encouraged or sought from the people who are situated
lower in the structure.

Although this is in the process of change

since the concept of participative management has been put into
practice beginning in the mid-1960's, many organizations and
workplaces still function from a top-down hierarchical structure
which does not allow opportunity to tap people's creative potential.
Peters (1988) states that "the chief reason for our failure in worldclass competition is our failure to tap our work force's potential"
(p. 286).

He feels management should involve everyone in every

aspect of the business.
Lawler (1986) firmly believes the time has come to institute
participative management as a leadership style.

He states that "to

be effective, a management approach needs to fit the existing
societal values, the nature of the work force, the type of product
being produced, and the business environment" (p. 12).

Lawler goes

on to say whereas at one time traditional bureaucratic leadership was
effective, as societal values and the work force have changed over
the past forty years, there is the need to integrate a new leadership
style that fits current conditions.

"Participative management suits

the current work force, technologies, and societal conditions better
than any other alternative" (p. 20).
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Scanlan and Atherton (1987) define participation as "getting
things done by, with, and through people by creating a situation
where they are mentally and emotionally involved in a situation that
encourages positive contribution to objectives" (p. 77).
Participative management encourages people to be involved and
committed to a specific vision and task and can potentially "improve
performance, productivity, and job satisfaction" (Sashkin,
1984, p. 5).
Kanter (1984) reminds us that although "a great deal of
innovation seems to demand participation, especially at the action or
implementation stage" (p. 243), there are also times when employee
participation or involvement may not be appropriate.

Examples of

when participation may not be appropriate include: when one person
has more expertise in a given area and others accept this level of
expertise; when the manager is already clear on the appropriate
approach to a problem and decides to follow through with that
approach; when the issue is a part of an employee's regular job
assignment and there is no need to form a team to make a decision;
when nothing of importance can be learned by others through their
involvement; when time is an issue and a decision must be made
immediately; when people work more happily and productively alone.
Participative management, as noted by several authors, attempts to
offer the opportunity for people to participate in various aspects of
organizational process.
decision making.

One of the areas included in this process is

4
Participative Decision Making
There are a number of different styles of decision-making,
varying from an autocratic, top-down style to one that is highly
participative.

In High Involvement Management (1986), Lawler states

that the style of decision making must be identified in order to
analyze employee participation.

On pages 22-23, he has classified

decision making styles in the following manner:
Top-Down. Top-level individuals in the organization make the
decision and tell people at lower levels what the decision is.
-

Consultative. People at the top levels make a tentative decision,
announce it to the organization and ask for input.

-

Consultative-Upward Communication. Individuals at the lower level
of the organization are expected to propose ideas and potential
decisions to higher levels, but the ultimate decision making power
is always held by people at the top.

-

Consensus. Decisions are widely discussed in the organization and
considered final only when everyone agrees that it is the right
decision.

-

Delegation with Veto. Decisions are given to lower-level
employees and they make the decisions as a matter of course.
However, high-level managers retain the power to reject the
decision and ask the lower-level people to look at it again.

-

Delegation with Policy Philosophy Guidelines. Choices are given
to lower-level employees and they make the decisions within
certain constraints. Guidelines for decisions are often given
that involve strategy, philosophy, or values.

-

Pure Delegation. Decisions are given to the lower-level employees
are they are free to make them in whatever way they wish.
Likert (1967) designed a system approach for looking at

management styles.

He divided organizational and performance

characteristics into four possible management systems, moving from an
autocratic, top-down system (System 1) to participative management
(System 4).
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The decision making process is one of the areas of organizational
management addressed.
There are several models for ways in which to identify decision
making styles.

Lawler (1986) designates a clear and comprehensive

model from which the above stated definitions have been utilized as
part of the conceptual framework for this study.

Nursing Leadership
"A new kind of leadership is needed for this new age leadership that will inspire nurses to accomplish more with less"
(Dunham, 1989, p. 55).

This author goes on to note historically,

most nursing administrators have maintained the hierarchical
structure within their workplace and have functioned in an
authoritarian manner by maintaining control over their employees by
not keeping the lines of communication open.

She feels that

"decisions affect many people directly and indirectly, and a
participative approach will identify many implications that the
nursing administrator may have overlooked" (p. 60).
Miller (1989) believes nursing leaders are being encouraged to
act within a leadership model that is "business oriented, competition
driven, and traditional in the sense of adaptation to patriarchal
values and rationality" (p. 15).
These nursing leaders are identifying the need for the nursing
profession to move beyond present leadership models in order to
include nurses in decisions which affect them directly.
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Participation in Nursing
Nursing, as a profession, has been structured similar to many
other professions and organizations with a hierarchical structure
that is top-down in nature.

Very few articles have been written to

encourage a more participatory approach to management and leadership
in nursing and yet the concept of team leadership and teamwork have
long been taught in nursing schools.

Porter-0'Grady (1986) wrote a

book entitled Creative Nursing Administration:

Participative

Management into the 21st Century, in which he agrees with Sashkin
(1984) that

participative strategies for the future are not optional

but are absolutely necessary" (p. 7).

He also feels the current

hierarchical system is antiquated and is no longer appropriate nor
able to meet the needs of a nursing system which focuses on an
involvement in the process of healthcare, not merely the outcome of
nursing care delivery.
Although decentralizing management decision making may affect
the many layers of management, this does not necessarily determine
who ultimately makes the decisions.

Porter-0'Grady (1986) states

that professional nurses need collaboration, peer judgment, and
standards-based decision making which often "work in opposition to
bureaucratic tendency toward highly structured policy, formal power
mechanisms, authority-based decision making, and formalized
organizational relationships" (p. 85).

He believes nurses "need less

formality, more relationship, broader involvement in decisions and
processes related to what they do" (p. 85).
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The strategies for nursing leaders and managers need to be more
in the realm of facilitation and encouragement than authoritative and
directing.

An alteration of who is in control of decision making,

goal setting, problem solving, and organizational changes, and how
these strategies unfold are the main adjustments that must take place
within a participative environment (Porter-01Grady, 1986).
Nursing Deans and Faculty
Nursing education has received very little mention in regard to
participative management.

"The dean exerts influence on nursing

through contacts with members of the nursing faculty, who in turn
exert influence through contact with students, who in turn exert
influence on patients" (Varricchio, 1982, p. 11).

It is often the

faculty perception of the dean's power in conjunction with the dean's
leadership style that identify the actual influence the dean has in
regard to decision making.

Varricchio believes that often the dean's

opinions are influential merely because of their position power in
the hierarchy of dean-faculty-student within a school of nursing.
Partridge (1983) states autocratic leadership exerted by the
dean will lead to hostility and resistance by the faculty.

Giving

the faculty an opportunity to experience participation in decision
making may be a key to a cooperative and productive educational
system in nursing.
There is a need for participative decision making in nursing
education as identified by Porter-0'Grady in his text on
participative management.

O'Kane (1984) believes that "nurse
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administrators can promote job satisfaction and professional
commitment and lessen job tension among faculty by allowing a high
level of participation in decision making" (p. 331).

Lawler (1986)

has identified various gains he feels can be achieved by the
implementation of participative decision making.

Participation can

affect organizational effectiveness in five specific ways:
motivation, satisfaction, acceptance of change, problem solving, and
communication.

Although these are important areas for investigation

since there is a lack of research in organizational effectiveness in
nursing education, this study was limited to addressing participative
decision making through the following questions:
1.

Is participative decision making practiced by the dean and
faculty? If so, how is it modeled?

2.

Do the dean and faculty share similar perceptions regarding
the extent of participation in decision making?

3.

What style of participation in decision making is employed?

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to identify, describe, and analyze
the extent of faculty participation in administrative decision making
within selected schools of nursing.

The style of participative

decision making will be analyzed.
The secondary purpose of the research is to observe whether the
dean and the faculty share similar perceptions regarding the extent
and style of participation in administrative decision making.

9

Definition of Terms
The following terms are used according to the following
definitions:
1.

ggrticipative Decision Making — involvement of employees in
the process of determining solutions for specific issues.

2*

Administrative Decisions -- determining solutions related to
management areas of school organization.

3.

Faculty -- individuals with primarily teaching, research, and
service responsibilities.

4.

Extent of Participation -- the range of input, from full to
none, utilized in the process of determining solutions for
specific issues.

5.

Style of Decision Making — the method used in determining
solutions for specific issues. For the purpose of this
study, the following decision making styles will be
implemented as a framework: top-down, consultative,
consultative-upward communication, consensus, delegation with
veto, delegation with policy philosophy guidelines, and pure
delegation. The descriptions for each of these styles are
located on page 4.

6.

Budget — a plan for expenses during a certain period of
time.

7.

Policy Formulation -- process of devising a course of action
adopted toward an objective or objectives.

8.

Facilities Utilization -- the use of classroom space,
university buildings, university resources, and health care
establishments.

9.

Faculty Tenure -- continuous employment in an academic
position subject to dismissal for a just cause.

10.

Faculty Workload -- consists of three elements: basic
instructional workload; research, creative or professional
activity; and service both on and off campus.

10

Significance of the Study
This study is significant for several reasons.

First, there is

only one study identified in the literature (O'Kane, 1984) that has
examined questions related to participative decision making within
schools of nursing.

There are a few studies within hospital settings

which address the concept of participation but none of the findings
of these studies is directly transferable to schools of nursing.
Second, this research will contribute knowledge to the field of
nursing leadership.

If the faculty feels there is a specific

positive impact on their feelings about their work in connection with
the style of participation in decision making, perhaps participative
decision making will be seen as an important component of a
transformational leadership style.
Finally, this study will contribute to knowledge within the area
of participative management.

This is a developing strategy to which

this research could offer insight, new dimensions, and concrete
support for this style of leadership in nursing education.
In summary, there is limited research on participative decision
making within schools of nursing.

It is the investigator's belief

that a study which implements in-depth interviewing could provide
unique insight into the extent, style, and perceptions of
participation in administrative decision making.
Chapter II presents a review of the literature regarding
participative management, participation within general higher
education, participation within the nursing profession, and decision
making within schools of nursing.
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The remaining chapters are organized as follows: Chapter III
describes the research methodology and design; Chapter IV provides
the description of the schools and participants; Chapter V contains
the results and discussion of the data; and Chapter VI summarizes the
study, discusses the implications of the findings, and offers
recommendations for further research.

chapter

II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction
The literature reviewed in this section relates to the research
questions raised earlier.

The four areas of literature which will be

explored are: participative management, participative decision making
in higher education, participation within the nursing profession, and
decision making in schools of nursing.

All of these specific areas

of literature relate to the overall study and have been focused on to
support the direction of this research.

Participative Management
Participation can range from "boss-centered, nonparticipative,
nonshared decision making, to employee-centered, participative and
shared decision making" (Scanlan & Atherton, 1987, p. 76).

If people

are involved both mentally and emotionally, both motivation and
commitment can be enhanced.

Bell (1979) and Sashkin (1984) see

participation as a democratic imperative where those who are affected
by a decision should be offered the opportunity to influence it.
people who are involved in making the decision are usually more
committed to making it work.
Participative management is an area of business and
organizational development which has been identified in the
literature since the mid-1960's.

McGregor (1966) says "only

management that has confidence in human capacities and is itself

The
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directed toward organizational objectives rather than toward the
preservation of personal power can grasp the implications of this
emerging theory" (p. 18).

Giving people an opportunity to express

their ideas builds satisfaction in knowing opinions and ideas are
given consideration.
In a similar vein, Likert (1967), through the development of a
management systems approach to participation, has identified that
decisions which are made including people from all levels of the
hierarchy will be oriented toward what is best for the entire
organization and not just for the person at the top.

A satisfactory

solution often must include people from all levels since the person
at the top frequently does not possess all of the facts, information,
and technical knowledge which others may have in order to make a
decision which is best for the entire department or organization.
The leadership style is reflected in the leader's choices of the
amount of opportunity provided for participation in decision making.
Vroom and Yetton (1973) find that often autocratic methods are
employed more frequently where people are unaffected directly by the
decision. Participative methods are used more frequently when
cooperation and support is critical, and when information and
expertise is required.

Often the more people are involved in the

decision making process, the more commitment they have to the actual
decisions.
In a more recent work, Vroom and Jago (1988) state that
participation is a recommended style of leadership not necessarily
because of its humaneness towards people, but more because of a focus
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on the contribution this style of leadership can have on the goal of
effective performance.

These authors do not promote participation as

an end in and of itself or as a device for authentic selfexpression" (p. 2).

They also do not see participation as the only

way to make decisions and state that degrees of participation may be
appropriate depending on individual situations.

No single approach

can be effectively utilized for all types of decision making.
Kanter (1983) states there is the "need to give individuals the
same chance to contribute to innovation at the bottom that they get
at the middle and the top.

They need to encourage an integrative

culture that includes all levels, rather than segmenting off the
production and support ranks" (p. 181).

One way in which people get

segmented in their jobs is by never being given a "chance to think
beyond the limits of their job, to see it in a larger context, to
contribute what they know from doing it to the search for even better
ways" (p. 181).
Although participative management may seem inefficient in the
beginning, in the end it "raises morale, increases the sense of
involvement with meaningful activity, increases individual incentive,
improves efficiency and productivity, and encourages a sense of
social responsibility" (Harman, 1986, p. 106).

Drawing upon the full

potential of employees is a key component in participation.
The leadership style within an organization where participative
management is employed "is a different activity than it is in a
traditional workplace.

Both the task of the manager and the
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responses of the employees need to be quite different" (Lawler, 1986,
p. 209).

The most powerful way in which leaders can affect high-

mvolvement organizations is by providing a clear vision for the
organization (Bennis & Nanus, 1985).

Trust and a shared vision are

probably the two main components for the successful development of a
participative organization.
Participative management is complex and does not necessarily
mean to involve everyone in everything.

There needs to be an

integration between participation and management.

Not always is it

necessary nor advisable to include everyone in all decision making.
"There are circumstances under which authoritative, unilateral
decisions or delegation to a single individual makes more sense"
(Kanter, 1983, p. 242).

Scanlan and Atherton (1987) believe it is

important to look at the degree and form of participation and see how
it can be applied to fit a given situation.

Some employees will not

want to participate and it must not be assumed that all employees
want to be actively involved at all levels of the process of decision
making.
The stimulation of commitment among people who are working
together on a project may manifest through the act of participation.
When opportunities for involvement are offered for workers to present
input regarding a decision, a shared feeling of ownership often
develops.
Vroom and Jago (1988) discuss the steps that occur in the
process of participative leadership practices.

First of all,

delegating decisions to team members results in an increased number
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of talented insights into an issue.
develop among team members.

Second, a relationship begins to

Third, participation affects the

relationship among the team members as well as the relationship these
workers have with the larger organization.

This may include a more

loyal attention to the goal and vision of the organization.

Lastly,

participation can affect the development of more self-management
skills among team members in an organization.
Building a shared-responsibility team is a process that has been
evolving.

Participation in decision making leads to increases in

feelings of influence and autonomy among employees" (Sashkin, 1984,
p. 11).

Lawler (1985) notes that "for the last 20 years, business

schools have taught the advantages of participative management and
the recipients of this education are now beginning to arrive in toplevel positions in organizations" (p. 9).

The vision of increased

autonomy, increased meaningfulness, and decreased isolation is
unfolding over time.

Participative Decision Making in Higher Education
It appears that the issue of governance within higher education
is in the process of undergoing re-evaluation.

The amount of

authority among administration, faculty, and students is being
questioned and the legitimacy of redistribution continues to be
debated.

For the purpose of this dissertation, attention will be

focused specifically on administration and faculty roles in
governance.

"What is called governance in academic circles, is

really a rather well-known and widely used form of participative
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decision making in many sectors of the business world" (Bess, 1988,
p. 13).
The vision of the ideal within college and university governance
is one of shared authority between administration and faculty,
utilizing the expertise of each individual to attain the goal of the
university.

There appears to be a dichotomy between what academic

governance should be and what is actually occurring.

The question

seems to lie not only in the application of the concept of shared
governance but the extent to which this concept is employed.
According to statements made by the American Association of
University Professors, the Association of Governing Boards, and the
American Council on Education, three realities occur regarding shared
governance: (1) distribution of decision making will vary depending
on the specific issue that requires attention; (2) distribution of
decision making will vary depending upon the type of institution
involved and also may vary between institutions of the same type; and
(3) timing is important so there is adequate time to go through the
decision making process and access alternative decisions prior to the
time the actual decision must be made.

The three key words for this

process of participative decision making are issue, institution, and
timing (Mortimer & McConnell, 1978).
The variables for distribution of shared governance are
identified as: what issue is to be decided; who should be involved in
the process; when and how should this involvement take place; and at
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what level in the organizational structure should this process occur
(Mortimer & McConnell, 1978, p. 13).
Participatory decision making within higher education can
contribute to a greater understanding and "generates useful ideas,
uses the expertise of many individuals, and provides a larger number
of people with opportunities for professional growth" (Austin, 1984,
p. 6).

The desired outcome of participatory decision making in an

academic setting is to increase job satisfaction, increase motivation
and productivity, enhance personal fulfillment, and improve both
performance and quality of worklife (Chan, 1987-1988; Floyd, 1986;
Lawler, 1982).

Faculty Involvement in Decision Making
Decisions which involve faculty may be made differently
depending upon the individual institution.

Decisions may be made

autocratically, whereby the dean or chair makes the decision
unilaterally, or may be made more democratically, involving the
faculty in the process of making the decision.

In the latter mode,

the degree of participation by the faculty becomes an outstanding
variable.
Overall, participation in decision making by faculty members is
highly recommended "on the premise that these academicians should
have a say in matters that affect their productivity" (Gunn, 1985,
p. 3).

This author goes on to say that "such a democratic process

makes it possible for faculty members to share authority in exerting
more influence over their work environment than academicians
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dominated by authoritarian methods" (p. 3).

There is a benefit of a

renewal of the spirit of individualism that can occur when
participation is encouraged and faculty are working with the
administrators rather than for them in a hierarchical fashion.
Faculty authority often manifests in the academic front rather
than with that of administrative decision making.

"Professors make

decisions on the courses they teach, the research they undertake, the
students who will receive their degrees, and the colleagues who will
share teaching and research duties with them" (Williams, 1987,
p. 631).
The faculty is called upon to wear different hats depending upon
the type of decision to be made.

Bess (1988) notes that "most

institutions of higher education seem structured in varying degrees
to accommodate the needs of professionals for participation in
decisions that affect the organizational tasks they perform" (p. 73).
Faculty members may see themselves as independent professionals but
because of greater budget control, scarce resources, and union
connections, many of the decisions are being made upward in the
organization (Mortimer & McConnell, 1978).

Financial strategies, as

identified by Chan (1987-1988), tend to create a sense of urgency
around decision making and thus faculty are often not included in
this process.

This reality results in "a great shift of power away

from faculty to administration and threatening to turn the academic
culture from a collegial normative value to utilitarian" (p. 20).
Tucker (1981) has identified that not all faculty members can be
or should be involved in every decision that needs to be made.

There
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are three areas of questioning that should be posed in determining
the degree of faculty input: (1) expertise - who knows how to solve
the problem; (2) acceptance - is faculty acceptance of the decision
crucial for effective implementation and will implementation fail if
the faculty refuses to go along with the decision; and (3) time - is
there enough time to get the faculty involved in the process of
decision making or is the issue so crucial that an immediate decision
is necessary (p. 64).
It is recommended by several authors that if the administration
chooses to consult with the faculty regarding policy formulation,
this process must begin during the earliest stages of the process
(Mortimer & McConnell, 1978; Powers & Powers, 1984; Williams, 1987).
Participation is, however, a personal choice.

Some faculty members

may choose not to involve themselves in the decision making process.
There are a variety of factors which affect whether or not
faculty members choose to get involved in the process.

In addition

to a full workload that does not afford extra time and energy,
faculty often feel "the lack of rewards for this activity and the
demands on their time may lead them away from it" (Williams, 1987,
p. 633).

Chan (1987-1988) notes that the faculty may desire

involvement in the process and feel an obligation to do so, but place
a low priority on actual involvement.
Administration and Participative Decision Making
Participative decision making can be effective within an
academic setting if administrators work to change the decision making
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process within the institution and develop the skill of consultative
processes.

Clear and direct communication regarding such

administrative areas as resource allocation, goals, visions, and
policy development is necessary to inform faculty of the issues that
need attention.

Administrators should communicate both individually

and collectively with faculty, encouraging them to work together to
make decisions through consensus whenever possible (Powers & Powers,
1984).
The dean or chairperson is often the person who decides whether
faculty should be involved in a particular decision making process.
There are circumstances where the administrator seeks involvement on
the part of the faculty and encourages their participation.

Some

faculty members are willing and able to be involved and actively
choose to engage in the process.

Other faculty members, depending

upon their individual personalities and situations, will show little
interest in participation.

"No single method of involving faculty

members in the decision making process is best" (Tucker, 1981,
p. 66).

All in all, it is the administrator who usually decides

whether to involve the faculty at all, whether to refer decision
making to a specific committee, or whether to call a full faculty
senate meeting for a formal discussion and full participation in the
decision.
Tucker (1981) notes that most administrators share the decision
making process with the faculty for four reasons: (1) since the
faculty are the ones who have to implement most decisions, they will
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be more cooperative if they have a say in the decision making
process, (2) individual faculty frequently have experience and skills
to contribute to the decision making process; (3) if conflict arises,
dealing with it in the setting of an open forum is often less
disruptive than not confronting it directly; and, (4) since a
department is a part of the larger institution, the idea of upholding
a community of scholars who come together to share decision making as
equals is supportive of a long tradition of collegiality (p. 66).
Although "deans will seek to exercise power through influence,
rather than authority" (Bess, 1988, p. 148), implementation of
strategies requires support and acceptance from faculty members who
carry out the teaching, research, and service functions of their
positions on a daily basis (Chan, 1987-1988).
Various authors have offered specific suggestions that may be
helpful in improving the relationship between the administrator and
faculty in the area of participative decision making.

Floyd (1985)

states it is necessary to provide the faculty with a better
understanding of the dynamics of the consultative process and more
rewards for faculty participation need to be offered if the
administrator expects active and effective participation on the part
of the faculty.

Bowker & Lynch (1985) see quality communication

between the dean and the faculty as the key factor in improving the
quality of their relationship.
Administrators are becoming more sympathetic to the frustrations
faculty experience in regard to participation in administrative
decision making.

For example, as budgetary restrictions expand, many
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faculty members have apparently shown an increased interest in this
area of administrative decision making.

This interest has been

restricted in the past by administrator resistance and faculty
ambivalence and is now being examined to include interested faculty
in decision making in this administrative process.

The change in

interest by the faculty members has begun to lay some foundation and
framework for effective faculty involvement (Floyd, 1986).
Administrators could assist the process of participation in
decision making by focusing on: (1) strengthening collegial
foundations of decision making; (2) shaping the consultative
framework; (3) increasing the availability of information; and
(4) facilitating group deliberation (Floyd, 1986, p. 3).

Faculty and

administrators need to work together to develop a system of rewards
in order to improve constructive institutional participation.
Decentralizing decision making to include input from faculty
members who have expertise in various areas of administrative
decision making is a method that is commonly distributed throughout
many higher education academic settings.

This method of

participation offers the opportunity to integrate administration with
faculty in a process that has the potential to improve their
relationship with one another and to improve their commitment to the
vision and mission of the institution.
Chan (1987-1988) believes "it is important to involve the
faculty in articulation of an institutional mission statement in
order to build a common understanding of institutional purposes"
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(p. 30).

She goes on to say that "increasing opportunities for

participation through the faculty council not only strengthens the
academic governance but also preserves the collegial culture"
(p. 30).

Mortimer and McConnell (1978) remind us that there is no

absolute value to either decentralizated nor centralized decision
making.

Some decisions will be made by the administrator alone and

others will be made in concert through a consultative process with
faculty members.

"Changing the way institutional leaders conduct

themselves is a key factor in creating a climate conducive to
participatory management" (Powers 8, Powers, 1984, p. 51).
Participation Within the Nursing Profession
As noted in Chapter I, Porter-01 Grady (1986) believes strongly
in the need for integration of participative management strategies
within the nursing profession.

He feels nurses need room for

decision making and that good communication, the ability to make
independent judgments, and having the opportunity for collaboration
and consultation are important.

A flexible organizational structure

may offer a more suitable environment for this way of professional
practice and yet most health care systems provide a hierarchical
structure which often does not allow for independent and
collaborative decision making.
Porter-01Grady (1986) notes that nurse managers must provide an
environment conducive to participation by encouraging nurses to take
part in problem identification and resolution.

A sense of full

ownership in the decision making process can support the direction of
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transformation to this new management style.

To assure the

appropriate practice of nursing, Porter-O'Grady (p. 42) believes the
environment should allow for:
-

collaboration
individual judgment
policy formulation and framework
broad latitude for changes in practice
wide variations in the application of practice principles
control over individual practice
H
influence over the outcomes of practice
incorporative, integrative relationships with other health
disciplines
positioning in the organization that allows for free flow of
activity, information, and decision making.
A change in the locus of control in the decision making process

for nursing professionals is necessary for maximizing nurse
satisfaction.

Job autonomy and participation in decision making are

important components in more adequately meeting the needs of the
professional nurses (Pinkerton, Stull, & Vanevenhoven, 1988).

The

nursing administrators must consider the organizational structure and
their management style to identify how supportive they are being in
meeting the needs of nurses.

Administrators need to consider being

more of an encouraging facilitator and less of a directing authority
within their work environment.
Most of the articles written about participative decision making
in nursing are in reference to hospital-based work environments.
Callahan & Wall (1987), Counte, Barhyte, & Christman (1987), Deines
(1981), Johnson, Happel, Edelman, & Brown (1983), Richards (1987),
and Taylor (1978), all refer to participative management within
hospital settings.

It would seem important for nurses to learn about

participative management during their educational process so they
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could learn about the merits of this leadership strategy.

If student

nurses had experienced faculty members teaching participative
management by example, they would be knowledgeable about how to
integrate this strategy into their work environment.
Deans in Schools of Nursing
There appears, overall, to be no formal program of study for the
position of dean of a school of nursing.

Although this person is

seen to be powerful and influential, often their training for the
decanal role comes through on-the-job-training.

Partridge (1983) has

noted that most deans move into the decanal role through "a series of
quasi-administrative roles, such as, chairing various committees, and
serving as department head" (p. 59).

Ezell & Packard (1985) state

directly that "on-the-job training is ill-suited to preparing the
academic administrator for nursing" (p. 157).
Ezell and Packard (1985) feel strongly that nursing must prepare
academic administrators through a specifically designed program that
would assist them for the challenges unique to the nursing
profession.

These authors also feel the development of decision

making skills is of highest priority, which lends support to the
premise of this study.
The role of the dean is multi-faceted.

Facilitating the work of

the faculty and supporting them in releasing their creative talents
is a central responsibility of the dean (Partridge, 1983).

In

addition to this responsibility, the dean has many other, more
administratively-oriented roles which include: promotion of faculty
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teaching, research, and service; directing financial resources;
liaison between the school of nursing and the university as well as
the broader community; role model for the faculty as a scholar and
researcher; and counselor for both faculty and students as needed
(Gallagher, 1988).

Both Gallagher and Pollack (1986) stress the

importance of wel1-developed communication skills as vital to
fulfilling the role of the dean.
In Dick's study regarding burnout in nurse faculty (1986), it
was indicated that the leadership style of the dean was related to
burnout.

"As management style increasingly moves toward the

participative end of the continuum, burnout decreases" (p. 258).
Partridge (1983) states that autocratic leadership will most
certainly elicit resistance from the faculty.

The concept of

influencing' is made clear by Varricchio (1982).

This author feels

"the perception of a dean's power determines the influence the dean
can exert upward and laterally in the university hierarchy as well as
the influence exerted on his or her own faculty" (p. 11).

It is

necessary for a dean to empower the faculty to accept responsibility
for their own work so they cease to exaggerate the amount of power
the dean holds over them.
Donahue (1986) conducted a study about nursing faculty
perceptions of organizational climate and job satisfaction which
indicated that deans in private institutions were seen to be more
impersonal when dealing with their faculty than were deans in public
institutions.

"In addition, they are active, task-oriented leaders
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who provide close, direct supervision of faculty seeking little input
from them" (p. 376).

The conclusion of Donahue's paper states

there is a relationship between the dean's behavior and job
satisfaction among the faculty.

An environment where communication

lines are kept open to input from the faculty will contribute to an
increased commitment to the goals of the school and to job
satisfaction in general.
Although academic administrators are ultimately responsible for
the outcomes of decisions, this does not justify their making
decisions unilaterally.

"The responsibility for enlightened decision

outcomes and for sane and judicious processes extends far beyond the
cadre of academic administrators and ultimately includes virtually
all academic members of the higher education organization" (Ezell &
Packard, 1985, p. 159).

Faculty Within Schools of Nursing
Two factors appear to be important to faculty regarding the type
of management style that is instituted within an academic setting.
The first is the extent to which faculty perceive they are
participating in decision making and the second is the type of
feedback they receive (Dick, 1986).

Burnout among faculty is often

related to "centralization of decision making, nonsupportive
leadership, poor communication, and formalized enforcement of rules"
(p. 253).
It appears that clear expectations along with the sense that
faculty are participating in decision making may assist nursing
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faculty in experiencing a feeling of accomplishment and esteem.

A

realistic workload and collegial support are vital components to
guard against burnout.

Encouragement, support, and accessibility of

the dean along with good communication between dean and faculty are
essential for assisting faculty in fulfilling their goals of
professional development (Pollack, 1986).
Faculty members often prefer to be involved in both the planning
and assessment phases of change.

There is an increased potential

that faculty will approve of changes they have taken part in whereas
when change is forced, resistance frequently occurs.

A sense of

control in a work setting may contribute to satisfaction in faculty
needs for self-actualization (Dick, 1986).

It appears that when

faculty members feel they are in control within their work setting,
there is a greater degree of satisfaction in the areas of self-esteem
and self-actualization.

According to Dick's study, the faculty did

not feel they must participate in every decision, but rather felt
being offered the opportunity to participate was more important than
the actual participation in the decision making process.
Faculty members are often teamed with the administrator in
decisions concerning financial resources, policies, facility
utilization, and other administrative concerns.

They usually control

decisions relating to academic decision making.

The amount of

involvement of faculty in administrative decision making may be based
on the degree of skill and maturity of the faculty.

The lifelong

employment commitment that occurs through the process of tenure may
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lead to both consensus and improved relationships through increased
trust and consultative interaction (Messmer, 1989).
Littlefield (1989) recognized the need for shared governance
through involving faculty in decision making.

Increased involvement

could be augmented in many areas of both academic and administrative
decision making.

When a participatory style of leadership was

implemented, Dick (1986) found that scores for nursing faculty on
emotional exhaustion and depersonalization decreased and personal
accomplishment scores increased.

Burnout was lower where open

communication and participation were practiced.
The concept of shared governance within an academic nursing
institution offers faculty the opportunity for more control over
their work environment.

Responsible participation in decision making

can empower and encourage people to work toward their full potential.

Decision Making in Schools of Nursing
Decision making, according to Christman (1978), is affected by
the basic structure of an academic organization.

He classifies

organizational structure as being either hierarchical or flat and
finds that when an organization is highly stratified, the sharing of
information to support shared decision making is usually muddled.
Flat organizational structure, which is more often seen in private
rather than public universities, provides fewer layers of authority
and thus decision making is decentralized with an increase of
personal influence at each level.

"The quality of the decisions is

highly dependent on the quality of the shared information" (p. 10).
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According to the article, "Locus of Decision Making in Schools
of Nursing

by Wakefield-Fisher (1985), the main factors which affect

the locus of decision making include both the faculty and dean's
interest, ability, and attitude toward decision making.

"Depending

on the influence of each factor, the decision making structure may be
decentralized throughout the faculty organization or centralized in
the office of the dean or director" (p. 83).
From the perspective of the faculty, Kelley (1978) states "a
school of nursing organization that asks faculty to participate in
decision making when the decision has already been made is one that
will suppress spontaneity, creativity, and innovation" (p. 16).

When

nursing school administrators do not delegate authority for decision
making, often administrative-faculty relations become strained
(Wakefield-Fisher, 1985).
Tapping into faculty participation in decision making could
expand the potential vision and goal attainment within the
institution, however, this process is often impeded by the reality
that faculty are not usually prepared with the skills to assume
administrative obligations.

Part-time faculty, which tend to be

increasing within schools of nursing, often feel they are untrained
and have no say in decision making (Feldman & Keidel, 1987).
"Decisions by faculty may be made without adequate knowledge and
understanding of the potential impact of those decisions in the wider
sense of the school" (Wakefield-Fisher, 1985, p. 83).
"It is difficult to imagine a situation which would warrant
administration's complete control of all decisions.

Administrative
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usurping of decision making is fraught with negative outcomes"
(Wakefield-Fisher, 1985, p. 84).

The negative outcomes include the

blocking of faculty skill building in decision making and the dean's
loss of valuable input from the faculty in regard to a specific
decision.
0 Kane s study, entitled "Faculty and Administrator Perceptions
of Decision Making" (1984) offers insight into the extent of faculty
participation in decision making, interrelationship between
opportunities for participation in decision making, and the level and
type of decision making.

The relationship between type of

involvement in decision making, the variables of job satisfaction,
professional commitment, and job tension were also factors in this
study.
The primary results of the study revealed: (1) faculty reported
their participation in decision making is primarily in the area of
making recommendations, not final determinations; (2) faculty stated
decision making is usually a group process; (3) administrator
perceptions were that faculty possess more decision making power than
faculty believed; (4) faculty reaffirmed job satisfaction and
professional commitment are positively correlated, and that job
tension was found to be negatively correlated to job satisfaction and
professional commitment; and (5) faculty stated they were usually
involved in classroom oriented decision making areas but desire
increased faculty involvement in administrative and facilities
utilization (O'Kane, 1984, p. 329).
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Ten areas of decision making which include faculty input were
identified in O'Kane's study.

These fall into general categories of

classroom teaching, faculty meetings, and work on departmental
philosophy.

The top five areas of decision making where faculty

desired input were: finance or faculty load, facilities design,
facilities utilization, faculty tenure, and preparation time for
teachers (p. 331).
0 Kane feels that nursing school administrators can improve job
satisfaction and professional commitment by encouraging a high level
of participation in decision making by faculty members.

Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework for this study is focused in two
realms.

The first comes from a body of existing knowledge about

styles of decision making.

The specific framework that will be

employed comes from Lawler (1986).

The classifications that will be

used as a guideline for styles of decision making are:

top-down,

consultative, consultative-upward communication, consensus,
delegation with veto, delegation with policy philosophy guidelines,
and pure delegation.

The definitions for each of these styles are

located in Chapter I.
The areas of administrative decision making that will be
examined in this study have been explored in a previous investigation
by O'Kane (1984).

Five specific areas of administrative decision

making have been selected from O'Kane's research to be used as a part
of the conceptual framework of decision making for this study.

These
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areas are: budget, policy formulation, facilities utilization,
faculty tenure, and faculty workload.

These areas are defined in

Chapter I.
These two frameworks comprise the conceptual framework for this
study.

They will be integrated throughout the research and during

the process of data analysis.

The areas of administrative decision

making will be assessed either as to the extent and styles classified
in Lawler s framework or Lawler's framework will be used as a guide
to analyze decisions made around budget, policy formulation,
facilities utilization, faculty tenure, and faculty workload.

Summary
In reviewing the literature related to this study, the
researcher has noted there is an abundance of literature on the topic
of participative management and participative decision making in the
field of business and organizational development.

From this

literature, participation in decision making has the potential to
affect employee commitment, productivity, and job satisfaction.
There is also an abundance of literature addressing the topic of
participation in decision making within the realm of higher
education.

Higher education can be seen as an organization and thus

much of what has been written in business and organizational
literature can ostensibly be applied within the academic environment.
From the literature, there appears to be a need for a leadership
strategy such as participative decision making within the field of
nursing and yet very little is written on this topic.

Since nursing
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can be viewed as a department within the field of higher education,
this lack of related literature raises the questions of why there is
a dearth of articles written about participation in nursing and more
specifically, why there is so little mention of this topic in nursing
education.
and faculty?

Is participative decision making practiced by the dean
Do the dean and faculty share similar perceptions

regarding the extent of participation in decision making?
of participation in decision making is employed?

What style

This study

addresses these questions in the process of a qualitative design.

CHAPTER

III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN

Introduction
The purpose of this research is to identify, describe, and
analyze the extent of faculty participation in administrative
decision making within selected schools of nursing.

From this

investigator's perspective, the process to best obtain such personal
information is through the use of a qualitative research design,
which in this study employs the use of in-depth interviewing.

This

method of research allows for the potential to explore people's
personal experiences and, in the process of interviewing, to "get
beneath" some of the more intellectual thinking processes and gain
insight into the true feelings and experiences of nurse educators in
regard to participation in decision making.

In-depth Interviewing
An open-ended extended interview has been utilized to create an
opportunity for participants to describe their perceptions of
participation in decision making.

The process of qualitative

research utilizes the researcher as a human instrument who, by
interacting with participants, will serve to grasp and evaluate the
meaning in the interaction (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Through this process, the investigator has listened carefully
for insight into the perceived extent of participation in
administrative decision making by individual participants.

An
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interview guide (Appendix E) with general guiding questions was used
to encourage the participant to explore her perception of
participation in decision making within her work environment.

This

structure is desired so that the interview remains open-ended but is
focused enough to gain the information needed to answer the research
questions (Patton, 1980).
The interview sessions were audio-taped with the permission of
the participant and were the primary data for this study.

Additional

data were acquired through demographic information (Appendix F) from
each participant.

Less tangible data were obtained through

observation of the participant. This included observation of her
voice tone, body language, eye contact, and other non-verbal
messages.

These data are equally important as the participant's

words since the way she comes across non-verbally may provide
additional information to complete the picture of her experience as a
nurse educator.

These data were rendered tangible by taking field

notes immediately after the course of the interview.
Since the researcher in qualitative research is the instrument
of data collection, Bogdan and Bicklen (1982) find it important for
the observer to analyze "behavior, assumptions, and whatever else
might affect the data that is gathered and analyzed" (p. 86).

The

researcher for this study believes that her ability to observe is a
skill learned and practiced within the art and science of nursing
training and working.

Lincoln and Guba (1985) find the use of tacit

knowledge a legitimate tool in qualitative research and this
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investigator has trusted the use of intuition in the process of her
observation.
Participants
The process of selection of participants for this study unfolded
through several stages.

First, baccalaureate schools of nursing were

randomly selected from schools accredited by the National League for
Nursing (NLN) and referenced in Baccalaureate Education in Nursing:
Key to a Professional Career in Nursing, 1989-1990.

These schools of

nursing were limited to schools located in New England and included
both private and public institutions.

A letter (Appendix A ) was

sent to the dean of the nursing school, explaining the proposed
study, introducing the researcher, and asking for her willingness to
participate in the study.
dean for at least one year.

The dean must have been in her position as
This letter of intent was sent to 10

schools of nursing which fit within the qualifications of the design.
Along with the written request for participation was a request
for permission to contact nursing faculty of respective nursing
programs.

A request for a list of names of faculty members at the

individual school of nursing was made at this time.

If the dean

agreed to participate, a letter of intent (Appendix B ) was also sent
to randomly selected faculty members requesting their participation
in the study.

Two faculty members were randomly selected to

participate.
The dean, as well as the two nursing faculty, were sent consent
forms (Appendix C & D) to sign and were interviewed for the purpose
of this study.

The schools and the individual faculty were randomly
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selected by assigning each school of nursing and each faculty member
in these selected schools a number from a table of random numbers.

A

column from the table was selected and then numbers corresponding to
the assigned number were selected and constituted the sample.
A total of three schools of nursing were randomly selected for
participation in the study from which the dean and two faculty
members were interviewed regarding the extent and style of
participation in administrative decision making.

For the purpose of

this study, administrative decisions fall into the following areas:
(1) budget; (2) policy formulation; (3) facilities utilization; (4)
faculty tenure; and (5) faculty workload.

The formulation of these

decision making areas were, in part, taken from a study conducted by
O'Kane in 1984.

These have been evaluated through questions on the

interview guide.
A pilot test was conducted with one dean and one faculty member
prior to commencing the actual study.

These pilot participants were

selected in the same manner, with the same qualifications as
designated by the guidelines of this study.

Only three schools of

nursing responding to the request for participation fit the
parameters of the study and hence constituted the sample for this
research.

Role of the Researcher
The researcher is responsible for taking clear and direct steps
towards doing an ethically feasible study.

The interviewer is

responsible for asking questions that are put forth in a clear and
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concise way in which the participant can understand (Patton, 1980).
Asking clear questions is a vital component of establishing a
comfortable rapport with the participant.

A peer debriefer has

proven helpful as a person to pose the questions to prior to doing
the actual interviews.
Another role for the researcher is to provide the ground for
eliciting cooperation, trust, openness, and acceptance" (Marshall &
Rossman, 1989, p. 65) from the participant.

Direct communication,

being fully present, and being willing to be responsible for any
mistakes that occur are ways in which the researcher fulfilled this
aspect of the researcher's role.
From an ethical perspective, the researcher is responsible for
assuring the participants of confidential reporting.

Anonymity was

assured by not using the name of the participant, names of people
mentioned during the interview, nor the name of the institution with
which the participant is affiliated in any report or publications
which may occur as a result of the findings of this study.

The tapes

were used for the purpose of transcription and were destroyed at the
conclusion of the study.

An informed voluntary consent form was

signed by the participant prior to the interviewing process in order
to serve as a participant for this study.
The issue of reciprocity is also the responsibility of the
researcher (Marshall & Rossman, 1989).

Since these nursing educators

volunteered their time and energy to participate in this study, the
investigator offered to reciprocate by sending an executive summary
of the findings to participants at the completion of the study.
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fgTsonal Perspective and Biases
All researchers bring their own attitude, beliefs, and
experiences into any research study that they may conduct.
Personal and professional experiences probably led them to choose
this research topic and thus will influence their bias and ability to
be subjective in their research (LeCompte, 1987).

It is probably

their belief about the selected topic that led to the generation of
the research question.

Along with the process of selecting an area

of interest comes the researcher's perspective and bias about the
topic and the question.
The primary concern of this investigator was how to best
confront bias during the process of the study.

The secondary

concerns focused on how to collect, manage, and analyze the data.
Transcending personal and professional biases was a process
throughout the entire study.

The investigator has done this by

admitting that biases exist and utilized a peer debriefer and support
group to help stay clear and focused.

The use of a personal journal

and an interview journal afforded an opportunity to reflect on
objective information from the interviews.

Data Collection
Data for this qualitative research study was gathered from indepth interviews conducted with three nursing school deans and six
nursing faculty members who work in three randomly selected schools
of nursing in New England.
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In-depth interviewing was utilized to collect data for this
study because this is a technique by which the participant has an
opportunity to share her meaning perspective and also has time to
explore and expand upon her thoughts and visions (Patton, 1980).
Although this interview process was guided by a series of
questions in the interview guide which was constructed by the
researcher, these predetermined questions were not given the power to
limit the scope of the interview.

They were merely a set of

guidelines to assist in focusing the interview.

The participant, not

the researcher, ultimately determined the direction of the interview.
Two pilot interviews were conducted prior to gathering data for
the actual study.

In-depth interviews were conducted for

approximately forty-five minutes and occurred in a private setting at
the discretion of the participant.

Each interview was audio-taped

with the permission of the participant.

These tapes were transcribed

word-for-word and copy of the transcript was sent to each participant
for approval prior to final analysis of the content.

This was one of

the techniques implemented to ensure trustworthiness of data and also
gave the participant an opportunity to review the transcription to
determine if any material should be withheld from the analysis.

The

audiotapes of the individual interviews were kept in a filing case in
the home office of the investigator.

Establishing Trustworthiness
Ensuring that a research study is sound and trustworthy is a
vital component of any qualitative research study.

This study
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employed two procedures to establish trustworthiness: Peer Debriefing
and Member Checking (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
(1)

Peer Debriefing This procedure utilized an individual who

was not directly associated with the study and provided the
researcher with an opportunity to explore thoughts and ideas that
emerged in the process of doing the research.
For this study, the peer debriefer was a colleague and fellow
doctoral student who was trusted impeccably to push the investigator
to her limits of honesty and analytic prowess.

The peer debriefer

was available for ongoing dialogue regarding problems that arose, to
raise questions when something was unclear to her, and to serve as
devil s advocate when necessary.

She also served to review the

progress of the study and to discuss any emerging methodological
design.

The peer debriefer agreed to review the coding process

designed to analyze the data.
(2)

Member Checking: As noted in the previous section on data

collection, member checking was implemented by sending a copy of the
transcription to the participant for her review prior to the final
analysis of the data.

In this manner, the participant had an

opportunity to choose to delete material from the analysis, correct
errors in conversation, and also had the occasion to react and
comment privately.

It was also a way to provide a check for the way

in which the researcher had interpreted certain language or other
intention of the participant.
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Data Col lection
Data obtained through the interview sessions were recorded via
audiotape recordings and interview notes.

Although a few notes were

recorded during the process of the interview, most of the field notes
were written prior to and at the completion of each interview to
ensure accurate memory of the actual experience.

These notes were

recorded in a research journal and used for the sole purpose of
recalling events that occurred during the interviews.

Recording

observations of each interview and noting tentative interpretation of
such observations proved to be supportive in deriving meaning from
the interview.

This journal also served to assist in improving the

quality of the design.

The information from this journal was shared

with the peer debriefer as needed.

Analysis of the Data
The analysis of the data for this study was a continual process
which began with the pilot studies and continued throughout the
entire process of the data collection.

Each audiotaped interview was

fully transcribed along with the accompanying field notes from the
research journal.

These were reviewed and categories of specific

concepts were constructed to assist in reducing the data and keeping
them organized.
Although the categories emerged as the investigation proceeded
and more data became available, categories that emerged through the
review of the participative management literature were employed as an
initial structure.

The categories for this study were based on the
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conceptual framework of decision making styles put forth by Lawler
(1985).

These categories are: top-down, consultative, consultative-

upward communication, consensus, delegation with veto, delegation
with policy philosophy guidelines, and pure delegation.

Detailed

descriptions of each of these styles of decision making are explained
in Chapter I.
The five areas of questioning employed to gain insight into the
extent of participation in decision making were: budget, policy
formulation, facility utilization, faculty tenure, and faculty
workload.

The responses to these questions were coded in order to

identify common themes and patterns among the participants to develop
categories for analysis of data.
The development of coding categories was done following the
steps indicated by Bogden and Bicklen (1982). The researcher searched
first, for data with which to respond to the three research
questions.

Secondly, the researcher searched for regularities,

patterns, and themes which covered the data.

Writing down words and

phrases which represented the themes and patterns was the next step.
These words and phrases became the coding categories which were used
to sort the descriptive data.

In addition, as recommended by these

authors, the researcher began with numbering pages sequentially,
reading and re-reading data, then developed codes from the phrases
and words.

From here, coding categories were developed and assigned

numbers which were used when reading fieldnotes, transcripts, and
journal entries.

This was the initial process the researcher
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utilized to begin the process of sorting through the data for
analysis.
Each coding category was assigned a number.

Once this step was

completed, the researcher went through the data and marked sentences
and paragraphs with the appropriate coding category number.
sentences fit into more than one category.

Some

The process of clustering

was then employed by examining the categories and themes, observing
them for similarities.

This process continued until the researcher

felt satisfied in identifying three primary themes with sub-themes
grouped appropriately beneath each of the primary themes.
Miles and Huberman (1984) suggest that the researcher examine
the results for plausibility.

This process was done through the use

of the peer debriefer who reviewed the transcripts for verification
of categories and themes.
Bogden and Biklen (1982) recommend that at this stage of data
analysis, researchers cut up the notes, as well as observer comments,
and place them in individual envelopes labeled with one code.

The

researcher assigned each interview a different color code to indicate
which data corresponded with which interview.
Once data was extracted from the transcripts and placed in coded
envelopes to respond to the research questions, the researcher
organized the envelopes into an order for presentation in the
dissertation.
themes.

The same process was done with the themes and sub¬

At this point, the researcher was able to commence writing

in an organized and expedient fashion.

chapter

IV

DESCRIPTION OF SCHOOLS AND PARTICIPANTS

Introduction
This chapter will describe the schools of nursing and the
participants who provided the data that are the basis for analysis
for this study.

Chapter V presents the results of the study and

Chapter VI summarizes the study and offers recommendations for
further research.
For the sake of ease, the schools of nursing are identified as
School "A", with Dean “A", and Faculty "A1" and "A2".

The same

system applies to School "B" and School "C".

Schools of Nursing
Three baccalaureate schools of nursing which are accredited by
the National League for Nursing (NLN) and located in New England were
randomly selected for the purpose of this research.

One of these

nursing programs is a department within a larger school in a large
university.

The second nursing program is a department within a

small college.
university.

The third is a school of nursing within a large

For the sake of ease of discussion and analysis, "school

of nursing" is utilized to characterize all three institutions.
Ten schools of nursing in New England were initially contacted
to participate in this study.

All ten of the schools responded and

only three were eligible to participate.

Six of the deans contacted

were not eligible because they did not fit the criteria of having
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been in their current position for at least one year.

One dean

stated she was unable to agree to the conditions of the request
because the faculty at that school of nursing had agreed not to send
out faculty names without their permission.

They would circulate the

request among the faculty and those willing to participate would
identify themselves and the list would then be sent to the
researcher.

This would not meet the criteria of random sampling of

the faculty stipulated by the parameters of this study.

School of Nursing "A" (School "A")
General Information
School "A" is a department within the School of Health and Human
Services in a large state university in rural New England.

There are

twenty (20) full-time faculty, of whom approximately forty percent
(40%) are doctorally prepared.

This institution is currently non-

unionized, although a representative of the union has recently come
to the nursing faculty assembly to speak about the idea of
unionization.
The dean of this school has served in her current position for
three years and will be leaving this position at the completion of
the present school year.

School "A" is in the process of searching

for a new dean who will commence the next school year.
School "A" has both an undergraduate program and a graduate
program in nursing with directors for each of these programs chosen
by the dean of the school.

The National League for Nursing (NLN)
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recently completed an initial

accreditation visit for the graduate

program.

Committees
Due to a change in the bylaws, all committees within School "A"
are comprised of three faculty members elected by the faculty.

Prior

to the current dean, some committees included all faculty members and
it was cumbersome in making decisions.

According to Faculty “A1“,

Dean “A" facilitated a change in the bylaws and streamlined the
committees.

"We have had more committees that were made uo of more

members than you could ever Imagine.
trust that you had to be there."

I think there was this issue of

The dean believes the committees

are "structured in such a way that they really can handle most any
kind of issue that have administrative implications."
All faculty members attend monthly faculty assembly.

The dean

is not the chair of the faculty assembly so it is a faculty-run part
of the organization.

Although the dean has as much ability to

influence direction as any other member of the faculty, she is
concerned that her input is seen by the faculty as a function of the
dean, not as another faculty member.

She says "I see my role as

trying to influence as strongly as I can, but if the faculty voted a
certain way, then I would implement that and try again next year."

Recent Changes
Both faculty members who were interviewed noted that many
changes have taken place in the course of the past three years.
Faculty "A1" feels that the school of nursing is "in a pivotal place
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where things are getting easier."

Faculty "A2" sees each of the

years as "an evolutionary piece where the dust is just beginning to
settle."

They each refer to specific events that have lead to their

similar perceptions: NLN visit for graduate program accreditation,
development of a new undergraduate curriculum, downsizing of
committees, development of a non-tenured track for faculty, and Dean
"A" leaving her position for the incoming dean.

Faculty "A2" adds

we re developing into a mode, as someone was heard to say, that
we re in continual white water, drifting into the wake.

And to some

extent, I think this is true."

Future Visions
The dean perceives the department on the verge of a lot of
changes.
We need to be out there exploring and trying to hook
up with people differently and I'm very supportive of that
kind of process. It could come from a number of different
ways into the faculty organization or into the
administrative structure.
She envisions the faculty as a department, without separation
between undergraduate and graduate faculty.

She feels the

administrative structure must change to reflect this kind of value.
This may manifest through elimination of directors of the
undergraduate and graduate programs, and instead "having a person who
is really there to work with research, developing and motivating and
really assisting the faculty with research agendas and research
productivity."
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The future vision for this school is to development of an
R.N.-to-Master's Program, a generic Master's Program, a dual degree
with Health Policy Management, a Doctoral Program in Nursing, and an
exchange program for students and faculty in Brazil and Taiwan.

A

new undergraduate program has recently been approved by the State
Board of Nursing and faculty development is becoming a new priority.
A research consortium with two other nursing schools is currently in
the process of unfolding.

The chair of this school states that they

are "trying to move toward the professional educative model of
nursing education and away from the Tylerian behavioral objective
model."
School of Nursing "B" (School "B")
General Information
School "B" is a department within a small urban college.

The

school was created seventeen years ago in 1973 and offers a
baccalaureate degree in nursing along with a new generic nursing
program.

The senior faculty at School "B" feel very strongly that a

graduate degree program should be within a university, not in a small
college setting.
There are thirteen faculty members teaching in this school, of
whom approximately eighty percent (80%) have a doctoral degree.

In

order to hold a faculty position at School "B", faculty members must
either have their doctorate or be enrolled in a doctoral program.
It appears that the small size of both the school and the
college is a key factor in the eyes of all three individuals
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interviewed.

This factor was mentioned repeatedly throughout each

interview.

Unionization
School

B

is under a union contract through which contractual

agreements dictate many ways in which governance is carried out
within the total college and at the school level.

It is a strong

union and the leadership within this particular institution has been
strong for many years.
The union contract is seen to have its strengths and
limitations.

Faculty “B2" feels that unionization has been helpful

in regard to base salary but feels it brings a "blue collar"
mentality into a professional arena and sees this as very limiting in
terms of professional development:
When you look at a professional department such as
nursing, the expectations of individuals working within
professional departments is different than somebody working
in the history department. The way that the department has
looked from accrediting bodies is different. The history
department isn't accredited by outside agencies. Nursing
is. Thus the expectation from nursing departments, I
think, is greater than any other department. Yet by
contract, demands on faculty time is dictated to some
degree. People teach twelve hours. You have to serve on
committees, and so on. But clearly, the nursing faculty,
out of need, has to work more. But by contract, doesn't
have to work more. So they might get promoted or get
tenure by union standards, but might not be meeting the
needs of the department and growing professionally.
She goes on to say,
I'm not sure what the alternative is. The alternative
would be good if, from my perspective, you could get the
union leadership to appreciate academic standards and the
needs for high academic standards. And therefore, in that
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faruit

appreciation, would have different expectations of
y in order for those high academic achievements
outcomes to be realized. I don't know if that is possible.
Faculty are mandated to teach twelve hours per week and there is
a conversion for clinical rotation in a discipline such as nursing
There is no time allocated for research.

If faculty want to do

research, they essentially do it on their own.

New contract

negotiations include trying to put in requirements for faculty
research but, to date(, the union has been opposed to this.

Time

would need to be freed up and release time allocated in order for
individuals to do research.
The dean of School "B" also feels there are lots (emphasized by
the dean) of limitations to the union contract:
Everything about it seems to be generated to save
jobs. There are a lot of things I don't like about it. I
don't like the non-status of chairpersons. Let a faculty
member bring up an issue that pertains to the chair, then
we're no longer a colleague, then we become administrators.
I said recently that our dues should be prorated on the
time that we are faculty and the time we are chairpeople
and we should not pay dues for that time of the year that
we're chairpeople.
The dean is still considered faculty and has to teach a half
load but does not do a clinical rotation.

The contract mandates the

number of release hours to serve as dean based on the number of
faculty in the school, not based on the needs of the individual
school.

Dean "B" adds, "I have learned to live with that."

The dean has made the case that when faculty are in the clinical
setting, they are teaching.

They are with students and therefore the

same load should be established as with classroom teaching.

She also

made the case that nursing faculty have to take time to line up
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clinical areas, make connections, visit the facility, and do an
assessment of the site.

All of this takes time which isn't

calculated in the load time and she feels the contract could have
more flexibility in in regard to its interpretation.
Dean "B" feels she has a good relationship with the union
leaders and for the most part they have been able to iron things out.
She concludes by saying
I ve had to do a lot of struggling and fighting for nursing
and hdV6 the reputation of being a person who really fights
for the department and for the faculty. I'll continue to '
do that as long as I occupy this office. There are some
matters that I believe very strongly in.

Committees
The faculty have monthly faculty and curriculum meetings in
addition to biweekly team meetings.
curriculum committee.

All faculty members serve on the

There are also committees within the school

which focus on admissions, evaluations, bylaws, and nominations.

All

committee positions are elected by the faculty.
The nomination committee has the responsibility of asking
faculty if they want to participate on various committees and then
make the recommendation to the faculty for vote at the faculty
assembly.

A slate vote is taken since the nominees have pre-agreed.

The dean tries to delegate some responsibilities through the
committee structure.

She has observed it is like "pulling teeth" and

the nomination committee often has to just ask people to serve on
committees.

Many faculty go toward non-demanding committees due to
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time constraints and need additional encouragement to assume a
position on a more time intensive committee.
Dean

B

is an ex-officio advisor to the committees but does not

attend committee meetings other than monthly curriculum and faculty
assembly.
to

She makes certain that the committees work because she has

deal with the ramifications if a committee has handled things

sloppily.

Committees report to the whole faculty during the first

part of the faculty assembly agenda.
It is very easy to get something on the agenda for faculty
assembly.

Faculty "B1" notes

I would just bring it up and get it on the agenda very
easily. It's very informal. It's like this might be a
good place to put this and what do you think,' and if we're
not terribly pressed with an agenda that can be just fitted
in and discussed. But for more formal presentation, I'd
get it on the agenda and then say I've been thinking about
this issue.'
But then again it probably would have been
something I would have discussed with several people and
will bring it up to the faculty. Again, it's because of
the size.
There are also a variety of college committees in which nursing
faculty are encouraged to be actively involved.

School of Nursing "C"

(School "C")

General Information
School "C" is a School of Nursing within a large rural state
university.

There are twenty (20) full-time faculty members of whom

sixty (60) percent are doctorally prepared and three (3) are tenured.
The dean is not interested in an entirely doctorally prepared
faculty. "We still have undergraduates to teach and the best people
to teach clinical practice are clinicians.

Once you get a person
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who's doctorally prepared, they are interested in doing research."
She feels the job of the faculty is to provide high quality education
and states "if the faculty think there's any way that that quality is
going to be compromised, that's where they should argue."
Of the three tenured faculty, only two are currently working
full time and the third is on sabbatical.

These two faculty have a

lot of pressure on them to do their work and are looked to by the
faculty by virtue of their season.

Faculty "Cl" believes they "have

more to say because they have a longer memory and they've been in the
wider university longer so they know how things get done."

They

often function as coordinators and are on committees that require
tenured faculty.
This school offers both undergraduate and graduate programs in
nursing and is in the process of designing a doctoral program in
nursing.

The school has a director for each program.

The dean has been serving in her current position for the past
two years.

Prior to her arrival, the school had been without a dean

for nearly three years.

Union Contract
The school is under a union contract which designates the
workload of the faculty.

The dean finds the contract cumbersome:

I think it breeds mediocrity. I think that the
union s goals and my goals are clearly different. What I
want for this school is to be one of the top ten schools of
nursing in the country. I want a reputation. I want an
active productive faculty that is generating all kinds of
knowledge and research. Really contributing to nursing.
Changing the face of the profession. The union wants to
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make sure that everybody is given a fair shot and is
protected against the rapacious administration and I think
those two values come well into conflict.
She has also resented that faculty go to the union prior to
coming to speak with her about a difficulty in contract
interpretation.

She feels the union affects trust building between

herself and the faculty, even though she is also a faculty member.
Committees
A variety of committees meet to do much of the business for the
school of nursing.

Because of the size of the faculty, every faculty

member must serve on a committee.

The committee chairpeople and

committee members are elected by the faculty.

Certain committees,

such as faculty/personnel and second level of personnel review,
require attendance by a tenured person.

Faculty "Cl" experiences

committees as being "fairly autonomous about making decisions."
A nominating committee writes the ballot for the elected
positions for each committee.

Faculty "C2" sees this as a committee

of gatekeepers who "have a lot of power."

They also run the

elections.
Monthly faculty assembly is an opportunity for reports from
small committees.

Most of the work is done in the committees and

comes to faculty for discussion and approval.

It is usually filtered

throughout the faculty before it comes to assembly and people have
Often already made up their minds about a specific issue.

The dean

eports from dean s council and the faculty addresses university-wide
issues at this time.
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There was a recent bylaws change to include a second level of
personnel review.

Although policy work is usually decided in

committees and comes to faculty for approval, because of the nature
of this topic, the discussion and decision making was done in faculty
assembly.

This elected committee is comprised of three doctorally

prepared faculty members, of whom one is tenured.
The dean designed an administrative committee which provides
advice about administrative issues.

It is one way in which she

receives faculty input for decision making.

The committee members

include the coordinator of the R.N. program, directors of the
undergraduate and graduate programs, continuing education
coordinator, director of the learning resource lab, and others who
have administrative as well as faculty roles.
committee.

The dean chairs the

There was some concern by the remainder of the faculty

that too much was being decided in this committee and were concerned
that they did not have adequate input into the power of the
committee.

The dean recognized this issue and announced that these

meetings are always open to anybody who would like to attend.
Organizational Climate
All three interviewees spoke directly about the anxiety and
tension that constitute the climate within the school of nursing.
When questioned about their perception of the cause of this climate,
they each had a different slant on the cause.

The dean views it, in

part, as the competitive nature of a faculty that "sits in judgment
on each other" and feels that some of the conflict occurs in the
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natural course of conflict.

She sees her role as one of recognizing

when this is occurring and trying to intervene in a way that focuses
more on their colleagueship.

"I spend a fair amount of time

negotiating among the faculty and encouraging them to try to build a
positive culture where there is a tolerance for diversity.”

Dean ”C"

feels there is a fair amount of tension among the faculty.
Faculty "Cl” feels the tension is multi-causal and is not clear
about any one reason:
I always put it down to competition among the faculty.
Aud kC?[Ce resources- You know if everybody was certain
about their place in the world, I don't think people would
be as competitive. Everybody seems anxious and frightened
all the time. Frightened of not getting re-appointed and
being in a fiscal crisis.
She is uncertain whether the division has to do with tenure, the
nature of the job, the newness of the dean, or is just personalities.
This has not occurred previously and "is very new in this school."
Faculty "Cl" feels they should all be working together and
helping each other but instead she experiences less collaboration,
less sharing, and more competition
the past year.

She finds herself pulling back in

"I don't go into the university as much as I used to.

I used to go in about four days a week.
And it's not as much fun."

Now I go in two or three.

She thinks this may have happened to

other people as well:
I feel a great amount of disaffection from the faculty
and people are going off and doing their own things and
saying they do this job just for the money. If people feel
they can't keep control of the organization or they can't
make their way in the organization they fall back to other
things such as swimming, bowling, families, and just do the
work.
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Faculty "Cl" observes the dean putting energy into having power
across campus and feels the housekeeping within the school is
neglected.

Letters are not typed, papers are not zeroxed, and

“people are angry and conflicted and start complaining about
everything.

The complaints spread."

Faculty "C2" feels that the school is now coming from a more
rigid philosophical approach to nursing and there is a schism between
the old and new faculty:
When I first came here, I was struck by the respect
for non-conformity, for non-traditional ways of looking at
things. An incredible respect for the student, an openness
to all sorts of fresh ideas that I absolutely love. Since
then, other people have come in that don't have quite the
same commitment to it.
She finds that some of the new faculty members are using words
and phrases that she has heard from some of the faculty who have been
at the school a long time.

She feels some of the newer faculty are

being "maneuvered and manipulated and put into positions where they
would then be able to act as spokesperson."

This may be contributing

to the "competitive nature of the environment that has fostered a
sense of polarization and factionalization."
Faculty "C2" feels the faculty is suffering from some degree of
fear intrepidation which manifests as competition, polarization, and
jealousy.
out."

The budget crisis produces a climate of "produce or get

She concludes by noting that "we've got to take care of each

other and advance each other."

People have something to lose by not

supporting each other and reframing into the bigger picture is
necessary.
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Summary of Schools
Although the schools of nursing just described differ in their
specific demographic characteristics and current circumstances, they
are similar in organizational structure and commitment to quality
education.

Table 4.1 describes the distribution of schools by

demographic characteristics.

Table

School

Community

The Distribution of Schools
by Demographic Characteristics
Affi1iation

Status

Union

Faculty

Doctorate

"A"

rural

state

dept

no

20

m

"B"

urban

state

dept

yes

13

80%

"C"

rural

state

school

yes

20

60%

The next
section describes the dean from each of the three
i
schools of nursing.

Dean of School of Nursing
The two departments of nursing have a chairperson who serves in
a leadership position within the department.

The school of nursing

uses the term dean for this position of leadership.

For the purpose

of description and analysis, the term "dean" is used throughout to
refer to the individual who serves as a leader within the school of
nursing.

In all three institutions, the dean assumes a dual role of

dean and faculty member.
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Dean "A"
The dean from School "A" is a 51 year old Caucasian woman who
has been dean for the past three years and Associate Professor for
four years.

She moved directly from a position as junior faculty

into the role of dean.
and is not tenured.

The dean holds a doctoral degree in education

She serves on all committees ex-officio, chairs

the Graduate Curriculum Committee, and attends the Promotion and
Tenure Committee meetings.

The Dean “A” also teaches one course per

semester which includes both undergraduate and graduate students.
The previous dean had served for six years and was, according to
Faculty "A1", "much more authoritarian in her approach to leadership
and faculty did not particularly like that style.

It really felt

like it was a parent/child relationship that was going on."

The

current dean offers the opportunity to participate in what the
faculty want to happen.

"Things have really freed up and there is

more participation in decision making."

Faculty "A" goes on to say,

I like Dean "A"'s style. I like the fact that you treat
me like a grown up, I'll act like a grown up.' And I feel
like you treat me like a kid. I'll act like a kid.'
I
like the change. I know there are some people who at times
feel that she sits back too much, is too passive. But it's
like we are adults. I think that that message comes
through. You are an adult and you can make a decision.
The dean feels that at the outset of her term, faculty tended to
look to her to be the decision maker and whatever the chair would say
was the way things would be done.

Some faculty who did not want

things to change went through a grieving process when Dean "A"
encouraged more faculty participation:
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much power they want to g?ve tha? person!" “"■* °f h°“
She felt the faculty were "ripe for some changes, ready to move
to another level of functioning."
Dean "A" sees her role as helping the faculty develop and grow
and assume more responsibility.

She delegates work to hold people

accountable for accomplishing the tasks.

She encourages the faculty

to try new ideas and approaches in their work and has an open-door
policy which invites faculty to share ideas with her.
The word "influence," which she used repeatedly during the
course of the interview, appears to be a key word concerning her role
as dean.

Trying to get ideas layed out and trying to get people to

buy into ideas through influencing them is how she sees her role in
regard to administrative decision making:
I see myself trying to shape, encourage, and influence
faculty. I think that's my opportunity to try to influence
the direction of the department goals as far as education,
faculty, research, and all of the different pieces of being
in a university, as far as that goes.
The faculty members interviewed feel the shift in the style of
leadership to one of encouraged participation has been a positive
change.

Faculty "A1" says "I would say it's worked out well for the

whole department now that we're coming along with it."

Faculty "A2"

agrees by adding that "the dean has been very good for the department
in terms of really opening up our vision and perception of where
nursing education can be."

Neither of the faculty members wants the
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incoming dean to be an authoritarian person.

The, want a dean who

will get people to do things by inspiration, facilitation, or by
participation, but not by telling people what to do.
The dean feels the faculty is more content being actively
involved in the decision making process:
I don't think we'll ever, as a faculty, function at
the previous_level again. I don't think Jen if the new
chair comes in and tries to. I would see it as pulling us
back in our level of functioning. I don't think the 9
faculty would let that happen. Which is good.
The dean appears to have instituted changes in leadership which
the faculty have appreciated.

Dean "B"
The dean from School "B" is a sixty-seven year old Caucasian
woman with a doctoral degree in education.

She was recruited by the

college seventeen years ago to establish the program and to get it
accredited.

Soon after her arrival, she recruited two faculty

members to share this process and both of these individuals are still
on the faculty of School "B".
arrival.

She has served as dean ever since her

The position of dean is elected by the faculty for a period

of six years.
Dean "B" has been a Professor since her coming to the college
and has been tenured for sixteen years.

The dean of the school has

faculty rank and not an administrative position.

She has been in

administration of one kind or another for approximately forty years:
in higher education, as Associate Dean of Nursing and Interim Dean at
a large university and as Director of Nursing in a hospital for many
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years.

She has also been active in many regional

and national

nursing organizations.
When asked how much longer she envisions serving as dean of the
school, she replied “I've completed seventeen years here which is a
long time and ultimately I will decide it’s time to hang my hat and
go.

But I'm not quite there yet."

probably take a break.

Dean "B“ went on to say "I'll

Contemplate other things.

I have some ideas,

but I'm sure I would continue to be active in some areas of related
service in the health system."
The dean sees her role as that of a conduit.
people know that I m speaking for the department.

"I try to let
I'm not speaking

just for me in my capacity as a chairperson or a professor.
speaking for the department as a whole."

I'm

Whenever any matter goes

from the school of nursing to an all-college committee she makes sure
she is there with "as many troops as possible to speak to whatever
the issue is.

I think it helps."

The faculty interviewed appear to have a positive image of the
dean.

Faculty "B1" finds if there is anything that she needs, it is

easy to speak directly with the dean.

"She started the program and

she's very, very familiar with every aspect of it.

She's very

familiar with people in the college so it was not a difficult
decision to vote for her when my vote was asked for."
Faculty "B2", who is one of the two original faculty recruited
to begin the program, finds the dean very diplomatic and respectful
of everybody.
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Dean "B" has strong feelings about faculty who "seem to have a
way of closing the door."

She states:

The three of us tend to be the people who put in the
most time. We re here. We spend more hours here than
other persons do. Other people seem to come in, do what
they have to do, and then they're gone. But we seem to be
herf a<? 1n^lnitum because the job seems to be unending, and
maybe that s us. Maybe that's our problem. I don't know.
I don't think so.
It appears to be the investment of having been instrumental in
the development of the nursing program that stimulates the feelings
the dean has about lack of faculty involvement.

She believes

strongly in what she is doing and continues to push forward.

Dean "C"
Dean "C" is a forty seven year old Caucasian woman who has
served as dean of School "C" for the past two years.

She is both the

dean and a professor, teaching both undergraduate and graduate
students. She has been tenured for two years at this institution and
was tenured four years in her previous position.
According to the dean, it is difficult to know who is on top of
the hierarchy within an academic environment:
If you look at non-academic organizations, you pretty
much know who the boss is. In academia, you don't know who
the boss is. Usually it is not the dean. So, even if I
were to make decisions unilaterally, which is probably not
my style, I think that they could be counteracted at a
variety of levels and in a variety of arenas. So, the
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the school. And, need to be in*
control. They need to be in control of the curriculum
They need to be active decision makers.
She feels, as dean, practically everything she does is through
persuasion.

"I really have no power.

I have no leverage over

faculty."
Dean "C" sees herself as a "shoot from the hip" type of
personality and tends to make quick decisions.

She admits she

sometimes forgets to tell the faculty about important information but
is willing to admit her error.

Trust is a key word she repeated

several times:
Again it really has to do with trust. I think the
faculty are finally beginning to see that I'm not going to
do anything that is going to hurt them. That their goals
are my goals. And that I want the school to grow.
Conflict between the dean and the faculty is naturally
anticipated, according to Dean "C":
conflict."

"This position is wrought with

She feels faculty should spend at least three months in

the dean's office in order to better understand the position.
Her image of the dean's role is one of guiding the faculty from
the perspective of having the whole picture.
The faculty doesn't see the whole picture. They see
academics and I'm seeing finances. I'm seeing my boss.
I'm seeing our political position within the State and the
University. I have to make decisions based on several
factors.
She feels it is her responsibility to share what is happening on
a national level with the faculty.
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Many decisions are made that go beyond the individual
personalities involved.

"I think when you've gotten to that point,

then you know you're really a dean.”

She feels strongly that her

focus is to move toward a positive outcome for the school overall and
has a very strong commitment to upgrade nursing practice.
The dean would love to make personnel decisions by herself.

She

feels she could put together a very strong faculty:
. 1 ^tr7
,lool< at everybody's value as an individual
and not what they contribute. Everyone may pay in different
currency. They won't all contribute the same. But their
contributions may be equally valuable. I think I'm in a
better position to assess than most faculty.
When the dean sees somebody hurting the faculty she does not
stop and watch them do it: "I have to take action.
It's what the faculty expects.
action.

It's my role.

I cannot expect the faculty to take

Those are the situations where I absolutely must step in."

She feels the faculty are often too afraid to take action because
they are not risk takers.
they're not deans."

"They're not risk takers and that's why

Dean "C" makes hard, sometimes unpopular

decisions but feels she is doing it for the larger good.
Faculty "Cl" views the dean as a "good top person...she really
interacts well with the top level administration on campus and with
the outside world."

Faculty "C2" supports this viewpoint by saying

"the dean's strength is dealing with all other levels of the echelon
of power and the budgetary stuff.

Seeing the big picture."

Both faculty members interviewed concur that the dean's weakness
is in the area of interpersonal dynamics.

Faculty "C2" states "she's

just not as strong there as she is everywhere else.

I'd like her to
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be stronger there and I think she is trying really hard.

But 1 don't

think it is her strength."
Faculty

Cl

does not think the housekeeping aspects of the

department are handled very well.

The dean delegates much of the

housekeeping to the faculty in addition to an expectation of
scholarly work and publications.
Although both faculty members agree the dean asks for their
input and responses on a variety of school-related issues, they feel
Dean

C

offers too much of an open door policy where some faculty

take advantage and "are running in, dumping on her constantly."
Faculty "C2" does not understand why she does not discourage them and
feels there are times she cannot get her agenda attended to with the
dean as result of this activity.
When the dean first came to the school, everything she did was
under scrutiny.

Faculty "C2" admits "we were all surveying her...she

walked into a very tight fractioned faculty and sometimes made
decisions that she did not realize she couldn't make about curriculum
and things like that."

As time has gone by, both faculty members

find the dean "influential," "personally persuasive," and "extremely
charming and adept in her social interactions."

Faculty "C2"

concludes the interview by saying "I think we made a good choice with
her.

She's a very intelligent woman.

She's a capable leader."
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Summary of Deans
The deans interviewed share similar perceptions of their role as
"influential" and "persuasive."

Table 4.2 summarizes the demographic

characteristics of the deans.

Tabl_e 4_^2

Dean

The Distribution of Deans
by Demographic Characteristics

Age

Race

Sex

Title

Duration

"A"

51

Cauc

F

Chair

3 years

no

"B"

67

Cauc

F

Chair

17 years

yes

"C"

47

Cauc

F

Dean

2 years

yes

Tenured

The following section describes the faculty interviewed for this
research study.

Faculty Members
Two faculty members from each School of Nursing were randomly
selected from lists of full-time faculty.

The interviews were

conducted in locations selected by the participant.

School "A"
Faculty

,lAr

The interview with Faculty "A1" took place in her private
office. Prior to the the commencement of the interview, she turned on
a radio to a classical music station saying, "the former chair is in
the next office, but probably is not in her office right now."

The
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radio remained on throughout the course of the interview for the
purpose of safety and confidentiality.
General Information.

Faculty "A1" is a forty-one year old woman

of Irish American descent who has been employed full-time as an
Assistant Professor at School "A" for the past four years.

She is a

clinical specialist in mental health nursing with a Master's Degree
in Nursing and is not tenured.

She serves on the Search and Screen

Committee to select the new dean, chairs the Student Affairs
Committee, and attends monthly Faculty Assembly.
Last year, she served as coordinator of the faculty assembly and
coordinator of the undergraduate curriculum committee.

In addition

to service within the school of nursing. Faculty "A1" is involved in
the mentor program on campus, gives talks at different places with
the elderly in the community, and serves as a clinical specialist in
mental health nursing in a local mental health facility.
Specific Concerns.

When questioned about what she would like to

see change at the school, Faculty "A1", without hesitation, said, "I
wish there were more mentors who are caring and I wish I was in a
place where there was an environment of real caring among a group of
women."
In regard to the concern about mentorship, she adds:
There are not mentors. This is a theme here, we don't
have a lot of role models. We don't have mentors and that
has been really hard and it's in the midst of changing with
the new chairperson coming in.
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Faculty "A1" is looking forward to the fact that the new dean is a
mental health person who has her doctorate and is "big into
research."
She feels it is important to look at the issue of how women
oppress each other:
This is an all women's department where we are
oppressing each other as women, and then as nurses. I
think that's something to really look at - and how can we
look at it in a way that doesn't scapegoat women either.
We oppress each other, but I think, in our research, we
don t want to and then figure out a way that people get
blamed. But, I think the fact that we're talking about
groups of women, that needs to be looked at. How we
oppress each other. How things are changing. And maybe
how things could be looked at differently.
She spoke about the new conceptual framework the faculty had
been developing for the undergraduate curriculum and "power" was one
of the concepts they wanted to address:
But power within, not power over. Let's get into
empowerment and empowering oneself and not overcoming
somebody else. We need to teach our students this. How to
empower themselves and then, how to empower patients. So,
that whole issue of power in nursing, I think, is critical.
She speaks on the topic of mentors and oppression of women with
a great deal of passion and concern.

Faculty "A2"
General Information.

Faculty "A2" is an Associate Professor and

serves in an administrative capacity as Director of the Undergraduate
Program.

She is a fifty year old Caucasian woman who has been an

Associate Professor for eleven years and Director for the past three
years.
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When I took the position as director I never wanted to
be involved in administrative work. Dean "A" asked me to
take the position and I thought, well, this is will be my
one chance to test the waters. I'll do it for a year and
I'll test it and see if I like it. And I didn't
?nnthCUlarly’
dean real]y suggested that I stay on
vea^an/l^i ^ ^ She SUggested 1 stay 0" for a third
year and I discovered I probably would miss it because I
like being involved.
Although the dean says she has been doing a good job, Faculty
A2

does not think she is very good as director.

sense that this is not my strength."

"I really have a

She adds "I'm not sure I like

being a key actor as a formal player in the role of director."
She sees her role as Director of the Undergraduate Program as
one of resource person.

At this point in time, Faculty "A2" is

unclear what her position and responsibilities will be once the new
dean arrives.

"I really want to do research, and administrative

responsibilities and teaching totally preclude that."
Faculty "A2" holds a doctoral degree in Health Policy and has
been tenured for five years.

In addition to teaching both

undergraduates and graduate students full-time, she serves on the
University Women's Commission, Curriculum Committee, attends Faculty
Assembly, and is a member of the Promotion and Tenure Committee.

She

chaired this latter committee last year and found it to be "an
extremely heavy responsibility" since there were several difficult
situations.

Another faculty member has taken over the position as

chairperson.
When questioned if she would like to be involved more than she
is currently, she replied adamantly with a laugh,

No.

I don t think
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I need to be more involved than I currently am.

I don't feel there

are any doors closed or there's any issue in which I don't have any
input or that I would like to have anything else."
Specific Concerns.

Faculty "A2" feels sad that Dean "A" is

leaving and is concerned that the incoming dean is not familiar with
academia and local/statewide information.
At the same time it is exciting because this woman
brings in another whole vision along with her experience.
We may need to bring her up-to-date in terms of where
things are going. At the same time, she gives us a much
bigger picture.
Her other concern is that the faculty not retreat back into
their shells.

"We spend alot of time just coming out of our shells.

I think we got there almost with Dean "A" and we have to keep pushing
in that direction."

She sees this as an exciting time but is

concerned about the potential for frustration among the faculty.

School "B"
Faculty "B1"
The interview took place in a cubicle which serves as Faculty
"B1"'s office within the school of nursing.

Almost all of the

faculty have offices within the confines of one large partitioned
room and the dean has a separate room at the far end of the room.
During the interview, the secretary's voice was audible and since the
door was left open. Faculty "B1" greeted the dean when she entered
the large room.
General Information.

Faculty "B1" is a forty two year old

Caucasian woman who has been an Assistant Professor at School

B

for
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three years.
tenured.

She has a Doctorate in Nursing Science and is not

She serves on the Admissions, Program Evaluation, and

Curriculum committees and attends monthly Faculty Assembly.
Prior to arriving at School "B\ she taught at a large
university where the dean was extremely formal.
addressed on a first name basis.

The faculty was not

At this school, “because of the

size and the temperament," there is not the need to be formal.

She

experiences communication as easy and natural with the dean and with
her colleagues.
Current Experience.

Faculty "B1" feels very good about the

level of participation in decision making at the school:
It feels very good. I think I really have been able
to contribute in terms of making suggestions and bringing
ideas to the faculty because the newness of the generic
baccalaureate program. And I felt these ideas have been
listened to carefully, and carefully considered and
weighed, and most have been approved and well dealt with.
So, I really can see, again coming from larger places,
there's a great deal of direct input, at least at my level,
into what is going on.
Overall, Faculty "B1" is content with her position at School
"B".

She is teaching material she enjoys and feels she is an

integral part of the school.
Faculty "B2"
General Information.

Faculty "B2" was recruited in 1974 by the

current dean to come to School "B" to help develop the baccalaureate
program in nursing.

She sees herself in a unique position in the

school:
Three of us, well the dean of the program has been
here, and was here the year prior to the inception of the
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9
Faculty
descent.

B2

is a forty-seven year old Caucasian woman of Irish

She has a doctorate in education, has been a professor for

the past sixteen years, and has been tenured for eight of those
years.
When questioned about the committees she serves on, she replied
Oh God, I ve been on at least all of them once and some of them
longer than I want to remember.
on.

I can't think of any I haven't been

She sees her role on committees as "getting things through that

we needed to."

Faculty "B2" currently serves on the Curriculum

Committee and Faculty Assembly within the school of nursing, and the
Curriculum Committee and Promotion/Tenure Committee within the
College.

She is also a visitor and a consultant for the National

League for Nursing.

She feels she has a good opportunity to have an

impact and to affect outcomes within the school and the College.
Concerns.

Faculty "B2" sees herself having very high

expectations of herself, both personally and professionally:
I become frustrated when sometimes there's a block or
a barrier to my realizing my expectations. And the barrier
might be in terms of a contract. I have to step back and
say, is it fair for me to look at in terms of my own
personal expectations and not look at the total? Am I
being selfish from that perspective? And, I think that's
where I have to step back every once in a while to think
about it.
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She feels she has learned to work through the argumentative
times within the school.

"I don't mean to be sexist, but when you

get thirteen women together...I think I have learned to work around
it and through it."

Faculty »B2" has very little tolerance for

complaining:
. i4-Auain’ n0t t0 be sexist> women sit back and say they
mattpr^ha/th ?0Wer’ a"? opportunity to make decisions, no
matter what their arena is. I think if nurses, women in
particular, have worked hard and have hustled, have usually
put themselves into a situation where they are lucky. And
therefore, they can move forward. If you're not willing to
work hard, to take risks, then as far as I'm concerned live
with it. Its your problem.
Faculty "B2" appears to have strong opinions about levels of
knowledge and involvement in the school while noting that
some of the newer faculty have family as their priority.
They are good teachers, but they don't really care what's
going on in terms of politics in this institution. They
don't know the intricacies of the college like I do.
The long term commitment to the school of nursing seems to have
influenced Faculty "B2"'s viewpoint of faculty involvement within the
school.
School "C"
One of the faculty members from School "C" initially contacted
to take part in this research declined participation because of the
"sensitivity of this topic at this point in time."

She noted that

there is a relatively new administrator and felt questions around
decision making were not resolved.

Another faculty member was

randomly selected and agreed to participate.
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Faculty "Cl"
General information.
in her home.

The interview with Faculty "Cl" took place

She is a forty seven year old Caucasian woman who has

been working at School "C" as an Assistant Professor for the past
five years.

She teaches both undergraduate and graduate students and

holds a doctoral degree in nursing.

She serves on a variety of

committees including Faculty and Student Matters, Graduate Faculty,
Doctoral Committee, and Faculty Assembly.
Faculty “Cl" served as a Level II coordinator for a while but is
not interested in all the time that goes into administrative work.
"Many of us have given up the need to be in charge of the school and
the demands of teaching, especially the demands of scholarly work,
don't leave you time for administration."

She feels things are

"going too fast in a different direction so I'm going to concentrate
on my own work."
Concerns.

Faculty "Cl" acknowledges the diminishing camaraderie

around the school:
People pull out of the school and they either go right
back into their families or they go directly into the
academic work which means they just go and close the door
and work. And there's not enough intellectual exchange. I
mean what's really missing in the school was this. And so
people are going into their offices and not talking to each
other. There's not life and it's not fun any more.
Despite her feelings about the school climate, Faculty "Cl"
concludes the interview with:
I like this job. I love the teaching. I'm just
beginning to get my feet wet in the research. And I like
the university. I like the academic climate. It's getting
pretty right wing, but it's still one of the more liberal
places to work. It's got great hours and allows me to
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raise children actively. So al 1 in all I think it's a very
good job. It used to be nicer
It's not as nice, but it's
still not terrible.
She is happy about much of the job and admits there will always
be something that rubs her the wrong way.
Faculty "C2"
general Information.

Faculty "C2" was interviewed in her home

and repeated many times the need for the interview to be
confidential.

She is a fifty four year old Caucasian woman of Irish-

American descent.

She has been working in the school of nursing for

nine years and completed a doctoral degree in education one year ago.
Faculty "C2" is currently an Assistant Professor and teaches in the
undergraduate and graduate nursing programs.

She serves on several

committees including Curriculum, Tenure, Faculty and Student Matters,
Administrative Committee, and Faculty Assembly.
Faculty "C2" sees herself as an excellent teacher and feels her
service is also excellent.

She is working to get her research and

publications to the same level.

She is not particularly interested

in tenure and says "I am going to do the very best job I can do there
because I like to do a good job."

There is a sense of freedom within

the department which allows her to act in concert with her
conscience.
Faculty "C2" made it clear she is not interested in accruing any
personal power.
I'm interested in the department running well and that
nursing students get a good education. And nursing being a
strong presence on campus. I suppose that is power in a
sense, but not personal power.
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Concerns.

Faculty "C2" would like to see more open discussion

and would like to have the opportunity to understand other people's
points of view.

"Why not find out what they want to teach and why

and where they see their strengths.

I think that would bring about

greater harmony."
Her love of teaching nursing students keeps her actively engaged
in the school.

"I've done well here and I love it."

Although she is

concerned about the coming year, she plans to attend to her
conscience and encourage other people to be supportive of one
another.

"If you want us to support you when your time comes, then

you've got to support all of us."

She believes the future of the

school relies on honesty and support among the students, faculty, and
administration.
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Summary of Faculty
Table 4.3 summarizes the demographic characteristics of the six
faculty members interviewed.

Table 4^

Faculty

Title

The Distribution of Faculty
by Demographic Characteristics

Doctorate

Duration

Tenure

Sex

Age

Race

"A1"

Assistant
Professor

no

4 years

no

F

41

Cauc

"A2"

Associate
Professor

yes

11 years

yes

F

50

Cauc

"B1"

Assistant
Professor

yes

3 years

no

F

42

Cauc

"B2"

Professor

yes

16 years

yes

F

47

Cauc

"Cl"

Assistant
Professor

yes

5 years

no

F

47

Cauc

"C2"

Assistant
Professor

yes

9 years

no

F

54

Cauc

Summary of Chapter
This chapter presented descriptions of the schools, deans, and
faculty who participated in this study.

Both similarities and

differences were noted among the schools and participants, and were
expressed in narrative and tabular forms.
Chapter V will present and discuss the results of this study.
Themes and sub-themes, identified by the researcher from the data,
will also be presented and discussed.

CHAPTER

V

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction
This chapter presents the results of the study using the three
research questions as an overall framework for presentation.

The

five areas of administrative decision making addressed during the
interviewing process will also serve as a part of the framework.
Themes identified through the process of reviewing and
interpreting the interview transcripts will also be presented and
discussed.

Research Question One
Research question one asked "Is participative decision making
practiced by the dean and faculty?

If so, how is it modeled?"

Budget
School

"A".

According to the dean of School "A", "budget kinds

of decisions are essentially the chair's decisions."

She receives

input from faculty regarding requests or needs through the directors
of either the undergraduate or graduate programs.

The two directors

and the dean talk about budget issues and make decisions accordingly.
The dean notes that she is not really responsible for building a
budget because "essentially it is an historic kind of budget based on
what happened the previous year."

She feels there is not a lot of

discretionary power since nursing is a department within a school as
opposed to being a school within the larger university.

Dean "A"
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concludes by saying
responsibility.

as dean, I would want to keep the budget

What little money we have, we need to be able to

control and make some decisions about."
Faculty "A1" does not feel she has any control over the budget:
h, . ? don't think there's any formal way I have part of
wnninV6015100
I think it is more that a door
would be open and I could voice my concern. I could voice
my concern at meetings and I think at times that is asked~
tor. But I feel I could say to the dean that I really feel
we need this or that. And so in that way, I suppose I
could influence the budget.
Faculty

A2

regarding budget.

does not view herself as involved in decisions
"That's an area that I have chosen to say I don't

want to get involved, except whatever I absolutely have to do."
would prefer to leave the budget to the dean to worry about.

She

Budget

is not an issue the faculty discusses in any formal manner and yet
Faculty "A2" acknowledges the dean does not withhold information
about the budget if any faculty member expresses interest.
As Director of the Graduate Program, Faculty "A2" occasionally
becomes involved in the allocation of monies but is not involved in
creating the budget.

Overall, she feels "budget is the dean's

decision."
School "B".

The dean of School "B" is responsible for

submitting a budget for the school of nursing to the vice president
of the college.
In planning the budget, I ask the faculty for their
input. It is on the agenda and at our meetings I ask
people if they have a specific request for items,
equipment, or whatever to submit to me. I put the package
together and include what they have requested as long as
they can provide me with the necessary data. There is
input from the faculty and also from the secretary.
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Faculty

B1

does not know the dollar amounts of the budget and

says "that's okay.

There are some things, I think, as chair, you run

the responsibility for."

The faculty know how much is allotted to

the school of nursing and are asked for input concerning materials
they want purchased.

Although she knows the overall budget, she is

pleased not to have to deal with the specific details and does not
feel she has been left out of the decision making process.
Faculty "B2" affirms the process in saying:
The dean would ask, when it comes time, for budget
requests. We submit them in terms of the needs for our
particular courses. Then she submits the departmental
budget over to the vice president's office. Because of the
limited resources of the state it is kind of like pie in
the sky. But clearly we have input as faculty.
School "C".

At this university, the dean is handed a baseline

budget which is essentially the amount of state money allotted to
work with.
money.

The dean sees her role as deciding how to deploy the

She begins by sharing the budget with the faculty at a

retreat but notes "there is not really much decision making to be
made because the personnel component of the budget takes up the whole
budget."

She feels her hands are tied and proceeds to get money from

other places.

"I approach hospitals, write grants, and that sort of

thing so that will give money for the other things."

She says "the

only reason there are any decisions to be made is because I go out
and get the money to make them."
There is a faculty member who is in charge of the learning
laboratory and she collects information from the faculty about what
they need in the lab.

Dean "C" does not determine what should be in
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the lab.

"That's a faculty decision.

All I determine is what the

allocation is."
Faculty "Cl" remarks that "the budget is almost entirely in the
hands of the dean."

She does not feel the budget is freely shared

with the faculty but believes if a faculty member wanted to discuss
the budget, the dean "would not hold it as a secret."
Many financial decisions are made unilaterally by the dean,
according to Faculty "Cl".

The biggest budget line is personnel and

the dean makes all of the decisions regarding salaries.
job to do that.

When someone leaves or goes on or off a grant, the

dean is the one who reallocates those positions.
her job too.

"It's her

And I think that's

Historically, the faculty have never had any say about

this part of the budget.
Faculty "C2" views the dean as the primary decision maker in
terms of the budget. "Her eyes glisten.
funny around money.

And she is good."

faculty knows very little about budget.
going on.

She lights up.

She is so

Faculty "C2" agrees that the
"We really don't know what's

This is something the dean is entirely in charge of."

The faculty participates in minor decisions concerning phone
bills, zeroxing, and this sort of utilization of resources.

Other

than these areas, "the dean is in control and in charge of money.
There's no question that she juggles them beautifully."

There have

been some statements by the faculty that they should know more about
the budget than they do.
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Table 5.4 summarizes participant responses regarding who makes
decisions in the area of budget.

Participant

Table 5^

Participant Responses Regarding
Who Makes Budget Decisions

Dean Alone

Primarily Dean/Faculty Input

Dean "A"
Faculty "A1"
Faculty "A2"

x
x
x

Dean "B"
Faculty "B1"
Faculty "B2"

x
x
x

Dean "C"
Faculty "Cl"
Faculty "C2"

x
x
x

Much Faculty

Policy Formulation
School "A".

Dean "A" is a firm believer in having as few

policies as necessary.

"I think people should be using their best

judgement, making decisions based on that and I think policies are
only meant to guide action to begin with."

She feels the term policy

is often misused and often gets put into place as if they are rules
and regulations.

"We should be using judgement and making decisions

based on where we are currently."
There is no specific committee responsible for policy
formulation.

The dean notes "it may come out of a committee or may

come from an individual."

She encourages faculty to loosen up from

rigid interpretations of policies.

37

According to Faculty "AV\ “policies come out of various
committees and are presented before monthly faculty assembly for full
faculty approval."

Faculty “A2" adds “I cannot think of any policy

that has been top-down."
School "B‘

School "B" has an ad hoc committee on policy which

periodically reviews policies.

Dean "B" states:

As issues come up that pertain to policy where we need
to insert more flexibility or make some language change,
that committee is asked to review and present their
recommendations to full faculty for consideration.
There is also a college-wide academic policy committee which the
dean and one other nursing faculty member attend.

"We have input

into the college governance system in this way."
This school has a policy manual for students which is revised
and developed as the need arises by the ad hoc policy committee.
Faculty "B1" mentioned that the committee "brings the policies to
faculty assembly and we just vote.
for input into the policies."

There is no reticence on our part

She feels free to bring up any policy

change before the faculty assembly.
Faculty "B2" often finds documentation for the need for a policy
or a policy change.
Usually if you present the case, the faculty will
approve it.
It's a faculty decision and if something needs
all-college governance approval, then we submit it up
through the all-college governance level.
The process is formalized, kept in the minutes, and is
operationalized.
Drafts of policies are submitted to the faculty in advance of
faculty assembly and, according to Faculty "B2", "most decisions are
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made outside of the board room.

You just go in and formalize them."

Alot of hallway politicking takes place at this school.
School

The dean views policy formulation as a

responsibility of the faculty.

She interprets university policies

for the faculty and converses with the chair of the school policy
committee if necessary.

“The committee acts fairly autonomously and

then everything is tunneled through the faculty."
Faculty "C2" says "I think policy formulation is predominantly
in the faculty arena at faculty assembly.
would impose a policy on the faculty."

I don't think the dean

Faculty "Cl" sees the dean

having some influence by bringing in outside opinions and sharing
what other schools do.

"But as far as actual policies, I think we

make those decision pretty much."
Table 5.5 summarizes participant responses regarding who makes
decisions in the area of policy formulation.

Table 5.5

Participant

Dean

Participant Responses Regarding
Who Makes Policy Formulation Decisions

Primarily Dean/Faculty Input

Faculty Decision

Dean "A"
Faculty "A1"
Faculty "A2"

x
x
x

Dean "B"
Faculty "B1"
Faculty "B2"

x
x

Dean "C"
Faculty "Cl"
Faculty "C2"

*
*
*

X
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Facility Utilization
School^.

According to Dean "A," the responsibility for

clinical agency use falls to the faculty and the directors of the
undergraduate and graduate programs.

"A clinical coordinator makes

sure that we have all the right names so we can do the contracts and
she keeps me informed."

Classroom space is centralized through the

university because nursing does not have a building of its own.
Requests are made by the faculty and an educational assistant within
the school is responsible for time and room scheduling.
Faculty "A1" and "A2" each state that the faculty are
responsible for setting up clinical rotations for the students.
Faculty "A1" says "agency decisions are made at the request of the
faculty through a clinical coordinator."

Since Faculty "A2" is the

Director of the Graduate Program, she meets with the coordinator
regularly and notes "overall it is really a faculty decision."

She

goes on to add:
The individual faculty, for the most part, meet with
the clinical coordinator who does all the necessary work
with the agencies. The dean's only input is to make sure
that the contracts have been signed. My input is just
talking with the agency coordinator and making sure that
it's all set. Talking to faculty and seeing where they
want to go, what they want to do, and what needs they have.
Some faculty do their own negotiations.
School "B".

The dean of School "B" meets with the "appropriate

people as necessary and does this quite often" in order to maintain
good relationships with administrators of health care facilities.
"The faculty have the opportunity to decide on clinical placements
for their students."

They request specific classrooms and the dean
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submits this to the Registrar who makes the final decision based on
need.
Faculty "B1" determines her preference for classrooms and
submits the request to the dean.

If she requires audiovisual

equipment, she calls to make the arrangements herself.

She

determines the best location for clinical for her students.

"Knowing

what kind of experience my students would need is based essentially
on my own experience."

Faculty "B1" sees the small size of the

college as an integral component in the process of designing facility
uti1ization.
According to Faculty "B2\ "the faculty is responsible for
getting themselves into agencies and are accountable for planning,
implementing, and evaluating the learning experience."
School "C".

Dean "C" does not make many decisions in the area

of facility utilization.

She has to approve the use of external

health care facilities and usually discusses the facility with
faculty members.

A contract is developed with the facility and must

be approved by the university legal office.

The dean tries to meet

with the vice presidents for nursing in the area to let them know she
is interested and to determine ways in which they can work together.
She believes faculty "have the right to teach in an environment
where they can best meet the objectives of their courses."
faculty also have the right to bring their own interest and
personality to a particular course.

She feels
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Faculty "Cl" affirms that
the1r own clinici1' ancles that
tparh^nn
?h! f th? 0bject,ves »f the course that they're
th^rh u' Thf dean ?oes glve some P°ihters but never gets
that I know of, involved at all.
y
Faculty "C2" supports this perception by adding "the faculty is
totally free to decide on clinical.

The decision is made in relation

to the best possible educational experience for the student.
the bottom line."

That's

The classrooms are allocated centrally through the

University and the faculty issue their requests through the secretary
of the school of nursing.
Table 5.6 summarizes participant responses regarding who makes
decisions in the area of facility utilization.

Table 5.6

Participant Responses Regarding
Who Makes Facility Utilization Decisions

Participant

University

Dean Alone

Faculty/Dean

Faculty Decision

Dean "A"
Faculty "A1"
Faculty "A2"

x
x
x

x
x
x

Dean "B"
Faculty "B1"
Faculty "B2"

x
x
x

x
x
x

Dean "C"
Faculty "Cl"
Faculty "C2"

x
x
x

x
x
x

Faculty Tenure
School "A".

School "A" has a promotion and tenure committee

which is mandated by the University.

Since it is a university-wide

system, there is not a lot of freedom to deviate from the process.
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The committee is comprised of four faculty members, three of whom are
doctorally-prepared and tenured, and the fourth who is non-tenured.
There was a recent bylaws change in School “A", opening the position
for a non-tenured member.
According to Dean "A", the promotion and tenure committee
decisions are handled by the chair and the committee:
They make a recommendation on tenure to me as the
dean. I make my separate recommendation. Both of these
recommendations go forward to the Dean of the Graduate
School, the Vice President, and the Academic Vice
President.
She bases her recommendation on her own review.

When guestioned

if she had any veto power in tenure decisions, she responded "I
suppose if you want to think of veto power, it would be in not
recommending.

It is possible that there could be a committee in

support and a dean not in support."
Both Faculty "A1" and "A2" agreed with the tenure process
expressed by the dean.

Faculty "A2" revealed

we just went through a very difficult time related to the
whole tenure thing. We had a tenure committee that was
made up of all senior faculty up until last year, and one
of my peers went through the tenure process and didn't get
it.
It felt very much like a personality contest. It made
people wonder if we are going to be so uncaring to keep
this kind of stuff up.
It was hard to trust.
Faculty "A1" hopes "the inclusion of a non-tenured faculty
member on the committee will help to rebuild the trust."
School "B".

The dean stated that faculty tenure is a very

simplistic one.
It's so contract driven that unless there is
outstanding evidence not to recommend, persons who have
made it to the point of applying for tenure would pretty
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n*,j"» »•
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The tenure committee is a college-wide committee,
faculty member is applying for tenure, the committee is

If a nursing
comprised of

the dean of nursing, an elected tenured nursing faculty member, and
an outside person.

The nursing faculty person is elected by the

faculty within the school of nursing and the outside person is
selected by the dean.

The committee decision is passed to the

President of the college and then to the Board of Trustees.
Faculty

B1

and 1B2" concur that the tenure process is one of

"rubber stamping."

Faculty "B1" states

the committee just goes through the steps to make sure that
the candidate met all the steps stated in the contract and
if in fact they did, then they get tenure.
Faculty "B2" adds "it is almost impossible not to be tenured if
you've been here five years."
School "C".

Based on Dean "C"'s insight, "if faculty publish,

do research, teach well, contribute to school service activities and
to the professional service activities, they'll do fine in the tenure
case."

She does not personally understand why there is such an

emphasis on tenure:
We're probably the lowest paid nurses with this level
of education anywhere. I mean we're well paid for
academia, but academic nursing is not well paid. It's
laborious and time consuming, and yet people vie for the
opportunity to do this for life. They are losing the big
issue, which is are you as an individual worthy of tenure.
Are you productive? Are you going to make a contribution
to your school? I've always wondered why there was such an
emphasis on tenure anyway because it's really not that good
of a job.
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School “C“ has an elected personnel committee comprised of three
faculty members which makes a decision about a candidate.

The

decision is sent on to the second level of tenure review committee,
to the dean, and finally to the Provost of the university.

The dean

feels the tenure committee functions “in many ways like the union"
where they are talking about whether it is fair to each individual
instead of focusing on whether the candidate is advancing the goals
of the school.
Faculty “Cl" shared that there has not been anyone up for tenure
for nearly ten years "because nobody was prepared with their
doctorate.

In the next two or three years, there are going to be six

people up for tenure."

The dean believes this will

create a very competitive situation among the faculty. If
they had been here a regular amount of time that a tenure
track faculty would be here, it wouldn't be so bad. Some
have been here twelve or thirteen years.
Faculty "C2" has been involved in tenure decisions before and
says "they're nasty.

I was involved in denying tenure to one of our

colleagures and it was a power play."

She feels that experience has

divided the faculty and that there are still scars from the incident.
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Table 5.7 summarizes participant responses regarding who makes
decisions in the area of faculty tenure.

I-5*3^e — ^

Participant

Participant Responses Regarding
Who Makes Faculty Tenure Decisions

University

Dean "A"
Faculty "A1"
Faculty "A2"

x
x

Dean "B"
Faculty "B1"
Faculty "B2M

Dean

Faculty

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x
x
x

x
x
X

X
X
X

Dean "C"
Faculty "Cl"
Faculty "C2"

Faculty Workload
School "A".

The dean "has the ultimate decision in terms of

what needs to get taught and who will be teaching what" and yet how
the faculty chooses to teach is "up to the group to decide."

Dean

"A" meets with the directors of the undergraduate and graduate
programs to determine teaching load.

Overall, the university has a

policy for the normal teaching load which they must take into
consideration in the decision making process.
The faculty discuss with the directors
what their interests are, what their strengths are, what
they've been doing, what they would like to be doing in
terms of classroom teaching, course teaching or other
things they might like to be involved in.
This might include doing a special project, developing a special
topics course, or an elective.

Another consideration is whether an
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individual faculty member is “involved in a big service commitment,
such as chairing a committee.

We look at teaching load in relation

to that type of a service commitment."

To date, there is not formal

mechanism for balancing out research with service and teaching.

“I

think we re getting people on board now who will be expected to be
writing grants and doing research and there will have to be some
trading off."
Newly developed non-tenure track positions will be expected to
carry a heavier teaching load and assume more of a major service
responsibility.

This will free up tenured faculty to focus more on

research and publications.
The directors and the dean take all of this input into
consideration and then work out a teaching schedule.

The dean goes

on to say "it is always a problem because there really is not equity
when it comes to workload.

You hope people get treated fairly, but

some people have greater demands just by virtue of their specialty."
Faculty "A1" holds one of the non-tenured track positions and
recognizes she will be
judged on teaching and service and not on scholarship per
se. If I want to do scholarship, I probably have to find
my own time to do it. There is plenty of opportunity to
say what kind of service I want to be involved in.
She said "the dean believes we are grown-ups.

Figure out what

we want to do and we come up with a win-win situation.
out well."

It has worked

Faculty "A1" experiences a spirit of faculty wanting to

help one another with workload and feels the dean has been
responsible for setting a collaborative tone.
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Every faculty member serves on at least one committee and
attends faculty assembly.

Faculty "A2" encourages faculty to serve

on university committees to get a broader perspective.

She serves as

director of the graduate program and has "suggested that faculty let
me know what they want to teach, talk among themselves in terms of
knowing what the work responsibilities are.

Figure out how they want

to portion the work out among themselves."

She feels the faculty, to

a large extent, have a great deal of input into decision making
around teaching, service, and research.
School "B".

Dean "B" acknowledges "for the most part, people

teach in the areas of their particular expertise."

She adds

faculty indicate the area in which they want to teach and
if there's a need for someone to teach other than the area
where they feel they should be teaching or where I believe
they should be, then I usually talk with them and get their
approval to do whatever it is that needs to be done for the
overall health of the department. To be able to do the
best we can with the faculty resources we have.
A number of faculty are heavily involved with community
activities and the dean feels it is a "very important part of faculty
roles."

Research and publications are not one of the mandates in

state college faculty and yet the dean is "aware that research is
essential and I speak of this periodically with the faculty."

She

feels strongly that it is her responsibility to serve as a role model
in producing research.
"The workload is a given.

That's a union deal.

The

administration get what they want and the union gets what they want."
Faculty "B1" notes that the faculty have a clear say in what they
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want to teach and must fulfill a number of workload hours as
determined by the union contract.
Service commitment within the school and college are -gently
encouraged by the dean- but there is no specific pressure nor
requirement to do service.

Research is often done in the form of

presentations and writing papers as opposed to doing large research
papers.

"You have to focus your research differently in a way that

does not require a lot of money unless you hook in with some place
that has the materials to support it."

Faculty "B1" adds that if a

faculty members does not have tenure, it is a given that one must do
some form of research.
In Faculty "B2'"s experience:
If faculty could get their research funded and
generate money for a teaching replacement, there would be
no problem with the administration. In terms of community
activities, it's pretty much up to the individual to go out
and participate. There's not a whole lot of research,
which is a reflection of this being a smaller state
college.
The union contract appears to be a key factor in the
determination of faculty workload in regard to teaching, service, and
research.
School "C".

According to Dean "C", the directors of the

undergraduate and graduate programs work with her to determine what
courses need to be taught.

The list of courses is circulated to the

faculty so they have a chance to respond to it.

"We take all that

material, what the faculty have responded to, and then we take what
our needs are in terms of courses to be taught and put that
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together."

She feels that, compared to other nursing faculties, this

faculty has a reasonable workload.
The dean has a specific vision about how time is divided among
teaching, service, and research:
About sixty percent of every faculty's time is
called I"!*™*10"- About one ^y o/the week is what I
work and th^TV f^ • That's when y°u do your committee
work and that sort of thing. Then one day a week is for
their scholarship, as an investment that I'm making in
acuity. Their own in-department research is funded by the
department because we're paying the salaries of faculty
that one day a week to do their research. Generally that
works out pretty well but if that investment does not pay
ir, Terms of published papers, funded research, or the
like within two years or so, they will have to take on an
additional teaching responsibility and let faculty who are
doing that research have their time.
Faculty

Cl" says "the only requirement of the job is that you

meet your classes and you hold office hours.
line."

Those are the bottom

The informal pressures are to teach well because the school

of nursing has always been focused that way.
There are also informal pressures to serve on committees and "we
have enough committees so that if everybody is on a committee we just
fill all the slots and don't really have a runoff.
pressure."

That's a faculty

In addition, there is also an informal expectation that

faculty will be on internal school committees as well as university
committees.
Faculty "C2" concurs that:
The dean asks for input around teaching but what
essentially happens is that you do bargain for what you
want. You go in and discuss it and make your case.
Usually she'll give a little if you'll give a little.
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The dean encourages people to do research and sends anything
that has to do with research to all faculty members.
her a draft she'11 work on it.
without direct assignments."

"If you give

It's all in the form of encouragement
Research is in addition to the

remainder of the workload and there is no release time offered for
research.
Table 5.8 summarizes participant responses regarding who makes
decisions in the area of faculty workload.

Table 5.8

Participant

Union

Dean "A"
Faculty "A1"
Faculty "A2"
Dean "B"
Faculty "B1"
Faculty "B2"

Participant Responses Regarding
Who Makes Faculty Workload Decisions

University
x
x
x

Dean
x
x
x

Faculty
x
x
x

x
x
x

Dean "C"
Faculty "Cl"
Faculty "C2"

x
x
X

X
X
X

Research Question Two
Research Question Two asked "Do the dean and faculty share
similar perceptions regarding the extent of participation in decision
making?"

The presentation of this material will be done in two

sections: first, by referring to each decision making area for the
individual schools of nursing, and second, by presenting an overall
interpretation of the participant perceptions.
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Budget
Interpretation of the perceptions regarding the extent of
participation in decision making related to budget are derived from
the narrative data and the tabular information located in Table 5.4.
School

The dean and both faculty members perceive the

decision making process in the area of budget in a similar manner.
All three participants view the dean as the primary decision maker
with input given from the faculty.
School ^_B_11.

All three participants interviewed shared the

perspective that the dean is responsible for budgetary decision
making and she solicits input from the faculty for budgetary
formulation.
School MC".

Decisions regarding budget are seen as a part of

the role of the dean.

The dean and both faculty members share this

perception and consider input from the faculty only for minor aspects
of the budget.
Overview.

All three schools of nursing are located within state

colleges/universities and, overall, have very little discretionary
power over the budget.

The dean of each school is viewed as the

person responsible for decision making and she requests input from
the faculty regarding day-to-day needs such as zeroxing and
telephones.
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Policy Formulation
The interpretation of perceptions regarding the extent of
participation in decision making concerning policy formulation are
derived from the narrative material and Table 5.5.
School T/T.

Policy formulation is experienced as a process that

comes either from individual or committee input.

All three

interviewees concur that the faculty are responsible for designing
and approving policies for this school of nursing.

The final

approval for policies and policy changes is made in faculty assembly.
School "B".

An ad hoc committee on policy comprised of faculty

members is responsible for reviewing policies and these policies are
approved during faculty assembly.

The dean and both faculty members

agree that faculty are the decision makers in this area of
administrative decision making.
School "C".

The dean and faculty share the perception that

policy formulation is the responsibility of the faculty.

The school

policy committee functions autonomously and the dean does not impose
policies on the faculty.

Policies are presented for full faculty

approval at faculty assembly.
Overview.

The faculty at each school of nursing are perceived

to be the principle decision makers in the area of policy
formulation.

At each school, policies are presented, discussed, and

approved by the entire faculty at monthly faculty assembly.
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Facilities Utilization
The interpretation of perceptions regarding the extent of
participation in decision making related to facilities utilization
are deduced from the narrative presentation and Table 5.6.
School

Itl-

Both the dean and the faculty members concurred

that decisions about facilities utilization fell into two categories.
Decisions regarding facility useage within the university are made by
the university and selection of a facility for clinical is determined
by the faculty.

Requests for both are given to a clinical

coordinator who is a faculty member.
—B_!_-

All three participants share the view that

classroom requests are given to the dean as an intermediary step to
submission to the Registrar of the college.

The faculty decide on

clinical facilities for student rotation.
School "C".

The dean and the faculty at School "C" agree that

the faculty decide on clinical agencies whereas the university is
responsible for determining classroom assignments.

The dean serves

as intermediary to the university in making certain the contract
between the clinical agency and the university has been submitted to
the legal office.
Overview.

All nine participants concur that if the decision

involves the use of classroom space or accessing material in the
library, the determination is made by the university.

This is true,

in part, because none of the three schools of nursing has its own
classrooms.
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Decisions about external health care affiliation for clinical
rotation are made by the faculty in all three schools.

The dean is

responsible for making certain that contracts are signed
appropriately, but the overall process of facility selection is
detetmined by the faculty.

Faculty Tenure
Interpretation of the perception of the extent of decision
making by the participants in the area of faculty tenure is extracted
from the narrative information and Table 5.7.
School “A11.

All three participants from School "A" view the

tenure decision making process similarly.

The university mandates

that the school of nursing have a promotion and tenure committee
which is comprised of elected faculty members.

The dean submits a

separate recommendation from that of the committee.
School "B".

The dean and both faculty members view the tenure

decision making process at their school similarly.

There is input

from the dean and an elected faculty member on a tenure committee.
These recommendations are sent to the President of the College.
School "C".

The three interviewees share similar perceptions

about the process of faculty tenure at School "C".

The committee

structure includes two levels of tenure review elected by the
faculty.

The dean includes a recommendation which goes to the

Provost of the
Overview.

university for approval.
The three participants from each of the three

institutions share similar perceptions regarding the faculty tenure
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decision making process.

Each school has three bodies which

influence the tenure decision: university, dean, and faculty.
Faculty Workload
Interpretation of the extent of participation in decision making
in the area of faculty tenure is derived from the narrative data and
Table 5.8.
School ^/T.

The dean and the two faculty members are in

accordance that the ultimate decision in determining workload is done
by the dean who follows the university policy about teaching load.
The faculty have input about what they want to teach.
choose to teach is entirely up to the faculty.

How they

Service and research

is up to the individual to fulfill.
School_B_.

In School "B", the dean and faculty recognize that

workload is determined primarily by the union contract.

The dean and

faculty concur that they work together in course selection and that
research and service are up to the individual faculty person to
execute.
School “C11.

Faculty workload, including teaching, research, and

service, is co-determined by the dean and the faculty.

All three

participants share similar perceptions about this area of decision
making.
Overview.

The perceptions expressed by participants within each

school of nursing were similar.

Although each school noted

similarities in the decision making process, differences in how
workload was determined were also experienced.
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Discussion Regarding Perceptions
The perceptions expressed by each individual within each school
of nursing were shown to be parallel.

The dean and faculty .embers

viewed both the process and the individuals engaged in the process
similarly.

From a cross-institutional perspective, all nine

participants shared the same perception of who has input into the
decision making process in the areas of budget, policy formulation,
faculty tenure, and facilities utilization.

Differences were noted

in the area of faculty workload.
The researcher had anticipated similar views of the process of
decision making within each of the five areas, but had thought
perhaps the dean would perceive a higher amount of input from the
faculty than the faculty would perceive.

One of the primary results

from O'Kane's study (1984) was that the administrator perceived that
the faculty had more decision making power than the faculty actually
experienced.

This does not appear to be the case in this study,

however, more in-depth questioning regarding the extent of
participation may have elucidated a discrepancy in perception of
input.

Perhaps if other areas of administrative decision making were

chosen for questioning, a difference in perception would have been
noted.
In addition, if this study had a quantitative element where the
deans and faculty were asked to count the frequency of input and the
specific ways in which input was incorporated, perhaps the
perceptions of participation would haved differed between deans and
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faculty.

Differences may have also been noted between the faculty

themselves.
In conclusion, the data indicated similar perceptions in
participation in decision making between the deans and the faculty in
the five areas of administrative decision making.
Research Question Three
Research question three asked "What style of participation in
decision making is employed?"
Lawler (1986) has classified decision making styles in a
framework which has been identified as a part of the conceptual
framework for this research.

The classifications are: top-down,

consultative, consultative-upward communication, consensus,
delegation with veto, delegation with policy philosophy guidelines,
and pure delegation.

The definitions for these classifications are

located in Chapter I.
Lawler's framework has been utilized as a guideline to determine
both a potential range of decision making styles as well as
identification of possible styles a leader may choose to employ
within an organization.
Styles of Decision Making
Budget.

Decision making in the area of budget is viewed

similarly by all nine participants and will be interpreted by the
researcher from a cross-institutional perspective.

The decision

making style for budget is unique in that the dean is handed a
baseline budget for which she is responsible for determining specific
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allottments.

All in all, the state, in combination with the

university, determine in a top-down fashion, the total amount of
money the dean has to work with.
The dean consults with the faculty who are requested to supply
input based on their teaching needs.

From this perspective, the

style could be seen as consultative.

However, Lawler's definition of

consultative reads "people at the top levels make a tentative
decision, announce it to the organization and ask for input."

The

researcher does not view either the university nor the dean making a
tentative decision but rather merely asks for input for a decision
that is ostensibly already made.
The style could also be viewed as consultative-upward
communication as a style classification.

However, the definition of

consultative-upward communication may be too inclusive for what
actually occurs.

Lawler's definition states "individuals at the

lower level of the organization are expected to propose ideas and
potential decisions to higher levels, but the ultimate decision
making power is always held by people at the top."

If this is

interpreted in its entirety, it would not be acceptable.

Faculty are

requested to propose ideas and yet the decisions are made by the
dean.

Therefore, it follows that Lawler's definition does not fit

this specific decision making area.
In summary, the decision making style in the area of budget is
two-fold.
university.

It is top-down from the perspective of the state and
The dean and faculty, for the most part, view it as top
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down with input from the faculty.

Perhaps a classification could be

entitled "Top-Down with Consultation" and defined as “top-level
individuals in the organization make decisions upon receiving
requested input from people at lower levels."

This definition

therefore includes all levels of decision making regarding budget
that occur within these academic nursing settings.
Pol_icy Formulation.

Since decision making in the area of policy

formulation is viewed similarly by all participants, the researcher
will interpret the data from all three schools together.

It was

generally agreed by all participants that policy formulation was done
by the faculty.

All three schools have a policy committee of some

sort that is elected by the entire faculty.

Therefore, the faculty

decides on who is on the committee and then the full faculty votes on
policies in monthly faculty assembly.
Although the dean, serving as both a dean as well as faculty
member, may attempt to influence a decision regarding policy, the
actual decisions are made by the faculty.

When questioned about veto

power, the three deans and all six faculty concur that the dean has
never utilized a veto power.

"I have never had to use veto power.

There's never been a situation" (Dean "C").

When Faculty "B2" was

asked about the dean's veto power, she replied "No, the decision is
made by the faculty and it stays."
From this perspective, the researcher classifies the decision
making style for policy formulation as "delegation."

The researcher

prefers not to include the word "pure" utilized in Lawler's
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classifications since the dean does serve as an influence in the
decision making process.
Facilities Utilization.

For the purpose of this study,

facilities utilization was viewed from two aspects.

The participants

were questioned about decision making from the perspective of
utilizing intra-university and extra-university facilities.
The use of classrooms and other university facilities is
determined in all three schools in a "top-down" style by the
university since these decisions are out of the hands of the dean and
faculty within the school of nursing.

Decisions relating to the use

of external health care facilities for clinical rotation are made
predominantly by the faculty.
Therefore, the question on facilities utilization must be viewed
in actuality as two separate questions.

"Top-down" style of decision

making is employed within the university setting.

"Delegation" is

the classification that can be used to describe the style of decision
making for extra-university facilities utilization.

Once again, the

word "pure" is deleted from Lawler's classification since the dean
does have a role in the decision making process.
Faculty Tenure.

There are similarities in tenure decision

making within the three school of nursing.

Schools "A", "B", and "C"

require input from the university, dean, and faculty in this decision
making process.

Schools "A" and "C" have a committee of elected

faculty members who serve to make tenure decisions.

School

C

has a

second level of faculty review which is comprised of faculty members
elected by the entire faculty from the school of nursing.

The deans

Ill
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both schools submit a separate recommendation to the university

officers.

School "B” has a committee which consists of the dean, a

faculty member elected by the entire nursing faculty, and an outside
faculty member selected by the nursing dean.

From this information,

the researcher deduces that tenure decisions within these three
schools of nursing are made with each level of review being an
integral part of the process.
Since in all three schools the final tenure decision is made by
either the Provost or the President of the college or university with
input elicited from both the deans as well as the faculty, the
researcher views the tenure decision making process as a
"consultative-upward communication" style of decision making.
One of the key pieces that differs from the organizations in
which Lawler was engaged, is the concept of committees elected by the
entire faculty.

In this situation, the elected faculty is expected

to represent the entire faculty since they are voted in.

In both

Schools "A" and "C" there is a great deal of tension among the
faculty regarding tenure decision making.

The process of decision

making was re-evaluated in School "C" and a second level of faculty
review was added.

It appears that this administrative decision is

complex and may require further discussion among faculties to
determine alternative styles and methods of decision making.
Faculty Workload.
for School "B".

Faculty workload is determined by the union

The actual amount of teaching workload is determined

in a "top-down" style by the union.
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three schools, the specific teaching commitments are made
through discussions between the dean and faculty.

In Schools "A" and

C , university policies about normal workload must be taken into
consideration.

The dean is clear about what needs to be taught and

the faculty choose what they wish to teach.

From this perspective,

decisions related to faculty workload are made in a "consultativeupward communication" manner.

The dean holds the final decision

making power and the faculty are expected to "propose ideas and
potential decisions."
Specific research and service are decided by the individual
faculty member and yet the dean is responsible for encouraging the
faculty to do research and service.

If an individual is on a tenure

track, teaching, research, and service become an expectation held by
the dean.

Delegation with Policy Philosophy Guidelines" may be seen

as a decision making classification for this part of faculty workload
particularly since "guidelines for decisions are often given that
involve strategy (for tenure), philosophy, or values."
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Table 5.9 summarizes the decision making styles employed for
each of the five areas of administrative decision making explored in
this study.

Table 5.9
Decision
Making
Areas

Budget
-Univer
sity
-School

Top
Down

Summary of Decision Making Styles

Consultative

Consultative
Upward
Communi¬
cation

Delegation
w/Policy
Philosophy
Guidelines

x
x

Policy
Formulation
Facility
Uti1ization
-Within
University
-Outside
Univer¬
sity

x

Faculty
Tenure
Faculty
Workload
-Teaching
-Research
-Service

x

x
x
x

Delegation
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Discussion Regarding Styles
of Decision Making
The style of decision making employed in the selected areas of
administrative decision making differed depending on any number of
variables.

The researcher identified that style depends on the type

of decision to be made and extrapolated that it may also depend on
when (or how quickly) a decision needs to be made.

Even though all

three schools of nursing are state-run and similar in size, the style
may also depend upon the individual institution.

According to

Mortimer & McConnell (1978), shared governance depends on the
specific issue, the institution, and timing. These factors were seen
as variables for this study.
In the majority of decision making areas studied, the faculty
participate in the decision making process.

Gunn (1985) believes

this style of participation is recommended since the faculty should
have input into issues that affect them directly.

However, it is

clear that no one style of decision making is employed for all five
areas of administrative decision making.

Kanter (1983) notes that

there are situations where unilateral or top-down decision making is
appropriate.

Also, the researcher noted that some decision making

areas have more than one style of decision making depending upon the
structure of the institution.

For example, decision making style can

be affected by committee structures as well as university policy and
guidelines.
The classification of decision making styles designed by Lawler
(1986) was used as a part of the conceptual framework for this study
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primarily to offer general guidelines and a way to think about
possible decision making styles.

In reviewing the literature

regarding decision making styles, the researcher found Lawler's
classifications to be comprehensive with clearly defined terminology.
The researcher did not assume that results from this study would
fit into the classifications but rather saw the classifications as
potential styles which would serve as a framework for a way to view
decision making styles.

This is true, in part, because the

population Lawler studied to design these classifications was
different from the population used in this study.
businessmen within business-oriented organizations.

His focus was on
This study

included only female participants in an educational environment.
Although institutions of higher education can be considered
organizations, the population and structure vary from that of a
business organization. Perhaps another framework, focused more on
women and educational environments, would have been more applicable
to this study.
The researcher found Lawler's framework both helpful and
limiting.

The classifications were helpful in looking at a range of

participation styles and several of the categories and definitions
were used in identifying decision making styles for this study.

The

classifications were limiting and narrow because the definitions did
not encompass the specific situations that were identified within an
educational environment.
It appears that the styles of decision making for this study are
dependent upon several variables that emerged as themes from the
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interviews.

These themes will be presented and discussed in the next

section.
Themes
The presentation of this section is oriented toward identified
commonalities of response within and across schools of nursing.

The

themes are not interpreted as generalizations of all deans, faculty,
and schools of nursing; rather the intent is to develop an
understanding of deans and faculty by providing descriptive detail of
commonalities as expressed by the participants.
The purpose of identifying common themes is to better understand
what elements play into the way in which decisions were made within
the schools of nursing.

As presented in the previous section,

decision making styles differed depending upon specific variables.
There appear to be specific thematic elements which affect the extent
and style of participation utilized within these schools of nursing.
Although a number of themes were initially identified upon
review of the transcriptions, the researcher has funneled the themes
into three main areas: organizational climate, structure, and dean's
style of leadership.

The other identified sub-themes will be

presented and discussed within the context of these three main areas.

Organizational Climate
The climate, or prevailing conditions, within the schools of
nursing influenced the style and extent of participation in decision
making.

A key component identified in this study that serves as a

sub-theme of organizational climate is trust.

Bennis & Nanus (1985)
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recognize trust as a main component in a participative organization.
"I d0lVt thlnk there was enough trust among the group to reach
consensus, which I think requires a fairly significant amount of
trust in People" (Faculty "A2").
says

This is supported by Dean "C" who

I think the past two years has really been one of trust

establishment.

I think there are some very particular features of

this faculty that required an extended trust building time."

When

asked if she is feeling good about how administrative decisions are
made, Dean "C" again mentioned the word trust.

"I think the faculty

are finally beginning to trust that their goals are my goals."

Other

faculty ("A1" and "Cl") mentioned trust in the context of feeling
that they must attend many committee meetings in order to trust the
process of decision making.
The area of fiscal constraints can be viewed from the
perspective of organizational climate as well as from structure.

In

regard to climate, the fiscal crisis in state schools has affected
the filling of faculty vacancies (Faculty "A1" and "Cl") which in
turn affects the workload for the other faculty members.

Faculty

"Cl" experiences cutbacks affecting the housekeeping aspects of the
school that are not getting done.

"If the housekeeping does not get

done, it sort of becomes chaotic."
Faculty "Cl" adds "if everyone were certain about their place in
the school, I don't think people would be as competitive."

Faculty

"C2" supports this in acknowledging that the "budget crisis has
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increased competition which is fostering some polarization in the
faculty."
Competition is seen primarily in School "C" and has affected the
climate by producing feelings of "tension," "anxiety," "fear
intrepidation," "factionalization," and "a schism between the old and
new faculty" (Faculty "Cl" and "C2").

Dean "C" sees that conflict

and competition affect decision making especially on committees.

All

three participants from School "C" note that faculty have pulled back
and are not as interested in being involved in decision making.
Competition manifests clearly in the area of faculty tenure.
Faculty "A1" experienced a "horrendous tenure issue which felt very
much like a personality contest" which evidently left the faculty
divided and competitive.

School "C" had a similar experience which

has created tension among the faculty.

Faculty "C2" believes that

the tenure issue is a "very touchy subject for alot of people and
probably sums up the difficulties within the school."
The size of the institution may also play into the
organizational climate.

School "B" is a small state school where

"the faculty functions somewhat like a family" (Faculty "B1").

The

dean and both faculty members feel the environment is a factor which
affects how the faculty work together.

On the other hand. Dean "C"

views the small faculty at School "C" as a problem.
large faculty, you can absorb some of the cliches.
cannot."

"When you have a
A small faculty
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Structure
There are several structural factors which play into the extent
of participation and style of decision making within these schools of
nursing.
IS

For the two schools which are unionized, the union contract

prominant in several decision making arenas.

Both Dean "B" and

"C" Vlew the contract as "cumbersome," "limiting," and often divides
the faculty and the dean.

Workload is mandated by the union contract

and therefore "really limits to some degree a lot of decision making"
(Faculty "B2").
Fiscal constraints of the state and university affect decision
making within the schools.

First of all, with limited amounts of

funds to work with, there is not much leeway in how money is
allocated.

"Essentially this is the amount of state money to work

with and you have to make decisions about how you're going to deploy
it" (Dean "C").

Dean "A" finds the fiscal crisis "difficult to work

with" and Dean "B" says "we do the best we can with what little we
have to work with."
Chan (1987-88) states that faculty are not included in the
budgetary decision making process and this threatens to be
utilitarian in nature.

Faculty "A1", "B1", "B2", and "Cl" all agree

that budget cuts and scarce resources have affected their input into
the decision making process.
The structure of the university is another sub-theme which
affects decision making.

All nine interviewees mentioned the ways in

which the university affects decisions related to the utilization of
space and library holdings.

The university also has certain
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standards and policies which the faculty are expected to uphold which
also affects decision making at the school level (Faculty "A2", "B2\
"Cl\ and "C2").

The university also must approve the use of

external health care facilities (Dean "C").

At School "A", tenure is

a "university-wide system so there is not a lot of freedom to deviate
too much from the process" (Dean "A").
—ze
making.

a^so a structural component which can influence decision
Although School "B" has seven fewer faculty members, all

three schools have been identified as "small" by participants from
all of the schools.

Faculty "A1\ "B1", "B2\ and "Cl" consider

their schools small enough so "everybody has a say" and "we're so
small, I can go right to the dean if I need to."
The final sub-theme identified by the researcher in the area of
structure is school structure.

The by-laws within the schools of

nursing guide much of the structural components of the school.

These

include committees, the ways in which the committees function, size
of committees, who must serve on specific committees, veto power of
the dean, and many other guidelines (Dean "A", Faculty "A1", "A2",
"B1\ "Cl", and "C2").
Schools "A" and "C" have faculty administrator positions which
influence the flow of decision making within these two schools.

The

positions of director of the undergraduate and graduate programs are
two sub-coordinators who work with the dean as well as the faculty in
deciding course assignments (Faculty "A2", "Cl", and Dean "A", "C").
Faculty "A2", who is the director of the undergraduate program, notes
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are very few decisions made at the administrative level in
which the faculty are not active and involved."

School "B" does not

have a faculty administrator therefore faculty communicate directly
with the dean.

"If there's anything that I would need it's easy to

speak directly with the dean.

Again, it has to do with size"

(Faculty "B1").
There are other faculty administrative positions at School "C"
and these individuals meet regularly with the dean on a consultation
basis (Dean "C").

This is not explicitly a decision making committee

but rather provides the dean with guidance and direction regarding
each of the programs they are responsible for.
Each school has a variety of committees which are comprised of
faculty members who have been elected to the committees by a full
faculty vote.

The deans of the schools serve ex officio (Dean "A",

"B", "C") at committee meetings.

Dean "A" feels that "the committees

are structured in such a way that they really can handle most any
kind of issue that has administrative implications."

Faculty "Cl"

states that committees act fairly autonomously and then funnel
everything through faculty assembly.
"Faculty assembly is really the place that people can make
decisions" (Faculty "A1").
interviewed for this study.

This is supported by all faculty members
Since faculty assembly is where

committees report their work, that is the arena where both deans and
faculty can offer insight, input, and ideas.

When asked about

faculty input during monthly assembly, Dean "C" responded
"Absolutely.

Definitely.

That's what faculty assembly is all
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about."

Faculty assembly is where committee recommendations are

discussed at length and voted on by the entire faculty.
Dean's Leadership Style
Whereas organizational climate and structure can affect the
process of decision making, leadership style may influence the manner
in which the decisions are made.

The dean of nursing serves as a

leader within the school, university, and nursing education.
also serves as a role model in these arenas.

She

Varricchio (1982) notes

that the dean s leadership style is a primary component of the
influence the dean has in regard to decision making.
The dean, as a result of her position in the school, the
university, and within the world of nursing, tends to have access to
a big picture

which influences decision making within her school.

All three deans commented on having a larger world view than most
faculty members.
doesn't.
"C").

"I really have the whole picture.

The faculty

They're seeing academics and I'm seeing finances" (Dean

The deans also stated that they are aware of national and

regional trends and feel it is important to bring those insights to
the faculty to encourage them to take the trends into consideration
in their decision making process.

Dean "B" has been in her position

as dean for seventeen years and offers "lots of experience" and "a
historical perspective" to the faculty.

Each dean attends university

dean's council and shares university-wide information with the
faculty at faculty assembly.

Several of the faculty (Faculty "A2",
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'B1"# "C1"’ and "C2") also commented on the dean's access to a big
picture.
The term "influence" was mentioned repeatedly by each of the
deans and by several faculty members in the course of the interviews.
Dean

A' sees her role as "planting seeds and trying to shape,

encourage, and influence faculty in decision making."

Dean "C" feels

that everything she does is through persuasion and influence.
B

and

C

Dean

say they influence decisions as strongly as possible and

if the faculty voted a certain way, they would implement that
decision and begin to generate ideas for the next time.

Faculty "Cl"

and "C2" view their dean as an influential person within the
university community and find her personally "quite persuasive."
They also feel she uses her influence with individuals and with
committees.
Although several authors, including Bess (1988), Sashkin (1984),
Varricchio (1982), and Wakefield-Fisher (1985), address the topic of
the dean's influence regarding decision making, two of these authors
offer a perspective within the field of nursing education.

Varicchio

believes the perception of the dean's power determines the influence
the dean will have within the school of nursing and within the larger
institution.

Wakefield-Fisher views the influence of the dean's

interest, ability, and attitude toward decision making as key to the
extent of participation in the decision making process.
The way in which the dean views her leadership style has a
direct influence on how the school is run and on the style
implemented for decision making.

Dean "A" acknowledges that her
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style was so different from what the faculty and staff had
experienced before that they felt she should move in fast and come
down hard.

She says "that would have defeated what I was trying to

do with the faculty all along to behave that way."

She believes in

active involvement of the faculty and holds people accountable for
decision making.

"At the outset, faculty tended to look to me to be

the decision maker.

They did not have a real view of their rights

and responsibilities."
Dean "B" perceives her role as a "conduit" who speaks for the
entire department.

Although she makes some decisions unilaterally,

she delegates much decision making to the faculty through committees.
She thinks the faculty feel free to participate and express their
ideas partly because of how she serves as dean.

"I think people feel

pretty free to let me know what they need, what issues they may be
dealing with."

Dean "B" feels she has a good relationship and is

cordial with most everyone.

She deals with things as they come up

but "sometimes there are decisions where I say it's better to wait
and look at this tomorrow.

Let it cool for the moment.

And that's

based on a lot of experience."
Dean "C" is "a firm believer in shared decision making" and
delegates alot of housekeeping responsibilities to the faculty.

She

also believes there are some decisions that need to be made
unilaterally and tries to inform the faculty of the direction she is
taking right from the beginning.

Occasionally, she will make a quick

decision and neglect to to tell the faculty but always makes an
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apology for her actions.

She requests consultation from the faculty

regarding many issues and utilizes the administrative committee for
guidance.

Overall, she sees herself as one who behaves

democratically and is quick to note that her attitude is "you win
some, you lose some" and that a sense of humor and a steel-clad ego
are necessary.
The faculty s view of the dean is also important when
considering how the dean's leadership style influences decision
making.

All six faculty mentioned the importance of open

communication and accessibility and felt their dean encouraged an
open door policy with the faculty.

As stated in Chapter II, the

literature acknowledges the importance of communication and
accessibility as key components for enhancing dean-faculty relations.
Faculty "A1" and "A2" feel the dean has been good for the
school.

Faculty "A1" views the dean's style as "participatory" and

adds "I really like the dean's style.

We're grown-ups here."

Faculty "B1" finds Dean "B" easy to speak with directly.

She

feels the dean shares information freely and says "there aren's too
many types of things we would be totally surprised at.
that way."

It's not run

She also feels the temperment at the school is important

because there is not such a need to be formal.

Faculty "B2" concurs

with Faculty "B1" in these regards and adds "the dean is very
democratic and gets alot of input and never goes out on her own."
Overall, she feels, in essence, "it really depends on who your
chairperson is."
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Both faculty members at School "C" feel the dean is an
excellent and capable leader," "charming and adept," "a good top
person," and feel they made a good choice in hiring her as the dean.
Faculty "Cl" does not feel things are held secretly and does not feel
it is the dean's style nor personality to veto faculty decisions.
Faculty "C2" mentioned that the dean goes out of her way to get
information and shares it with the faculty.

She adds that even when

the dean delegates responsibilities, she remains open to receive
feedback from the faculty and if the faculty is willing to give a
little, she does too.
Table 5.10 summarizes the themes and sub-themes presented in
this section.

Table 5.10

Organizational Climate
-trust
-fiscal constraints
-competition
-size

Themes and Sub-Themes

Structure
-union
-fiscal
constraints
-university
structure
-size
-school
structure

Dean's Leadership Sty1<
-big picture
-influence
-dean's view of style
-faculty view of dean

Additional Themes
There are a few additional themes identified by the researcher
which are important to mention and will be discussed briefly.
are not necessarily cross-institutional themes nor are they as
prevalent as the themes and sub-themes noted previously in this
chapter.

These themes are: (1) time availability of faculty;

These
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(2) personalities and decision making style of the faculty members;
(3) history and experience of deans and faculty, (4) changes
occurring within the school; and (5) being an all-female faculty.
These themes were expressed by two or more individuals but not
frequently enough for the researcher to consider as primary themes.
Time availability of faculty may be important since faculty are
actively involved in teaching, service, and research
responsibilities.

They may be less likely to have the time to be

involved in many of the administrative decisions which need to be
made.
The personalities and decision making styles of the faculty
members may affect participative decision making.

Each individual

has her own unique personality and style which, when interplaying
with other styles, may affect how decisions are made.
History and experience may also affect administrative decision
making.

For example, if a faculty member has developed skills in

decision making in another employment situation or has taken a course
in administration, she may come to a decision making situation with
different insight and skill than other faculty members.
As changes occur within the school of nursing or within the
larger university, the amount of input and the way in which the input
is incorporated may be affected.

Since change within educational

institutions seems to be inevitable, one can probably assume that
decision making may be affected as well.
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The fact that each school of nursing in this study has an all¬
female faculty does not necessarily affect the extent nor style of
administrative decision making.

Rather, it may be important to take

this fact into consideration when identifying the process of decision
making and focus on theories and strategies that may be more suitable
for women and specifically for nurse educators.

Many of the theories

and strategies are designed by men for businessmen and although these
ideas may be utilized by women, specific strategies for women could
be more applicable.
The themes identified in this section are elements that play
into the extent and style of participative decision making.

It can

be noted that if these themes change, decision making and the style
employed can change.

For example, if there were not such tight

fiscal constraints and the university allowed the dean to design her
own budget, the style of decision making may change and there may be
more need for input from the faculty in allocating monies.

If the

organizational climate were one where trust among faculty was high,
perhaps delegation could be a decision making style employed more
frequently within the schools.

If the dean were more authoritarian

in nature, perhaps decision making would be almost entirely "topdown" in style.
Therefore, it can be extrapolated that these themes direct the
style of decision making employed within the schools of nursing.

The

researcher views the themes as an umbrella under which the style and
process of decision making take place.

The themes may affect the

different areas of decision making differently depending upon the
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situation under which the decision must be made.

These themes may

also affect other areas of decision making not focused on in this
study.

Reflective Discussion
This dissertation research has focused specifically on the
extent and style of participation of deans and faculty within schools
of nursing.

There is a much larger picture, stemming from the review

of literature, that can be looked at in order to see the significance
this research holds in the current literature.
Participative management, as seen in the literature, is a
developing strategy which is continuing to unfold over time and
within new areas of organizational structure.

This research adds to

the broader participative management literature by providing
information from an organization, the school of nursing, which has
not been well studied.
One of the contributions provided by this research is that it is
not feasible to take a classification of participative styles, such
as Lawler's, and simply categorize decision making according to the
classifications.

This research supported the need for a variety of

classifications since the style of participation depends upon the
decision that is being made.
In regard to higher education, this research supports the
literature from the perspective of noting that participation depends
upon the specific issue to be made, the type of institution, and the
timing for making the decision.

The concept of shared governance in
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higher education was shown to be actively practiced in all three
institutions studied.
This research contributed knowledge to the field of nursing
leadership by identifying the extent and style of participative
decision making within schools of nursing.

The cross-institutional

commonalities identified through the themes and sub-themes can serve
as a guides in assisting nursing leaders in better understanding the
bigger picture" which affects the decision making process.

These

themes also may affect other areas of interpersonal effectiveness
such as communication, goal setting, trust building, and conflict
resolution.
Finally, the themes and sub-themes provide important information
for viewing the decision making process within the field of
participative management, higher education, and the nursing
profession.

Organizations could benefit from looking at the larger

picture to better understand the everyday activities within the work
environment.

Summary
This chapter presented the results of the study, addressing the
three research questions in the context of the five areas of
administrative decision making.

Data was presented in both narrative

and tabular form and a discussion of this material was offered.
Themes identified in the data were also presented and discussed.
Chapter VI summarizes the research, discusses the implications
of the findings, and offers recommendations for further research.

CHAPTER

VI

SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction
The purpose of this research was to identify, describe, and
analyze the extent of faculty participation in administrative
decision making within selected schools of nursing.

The style of

participation was analyzed.
The secondary purpose of the research was to observe whether the
dean and faculty shared similar perceptions regarding the extent and
style of participation in administrative decision making.
An abundant and growing body of literature, cited in Chapter II,
was reviewed on the topic of participative management and
participative decision making within the fields of business,
organizational development, and higher education.

Although nursing

can be viewed as a department within the field of higher education,
there was a dearth of related literature about participative decision
making within the field of nursing.
The findings of this study are not intended to be interpreted as
generalizations of all faculty within all schools of nursing.

The

intent is to offer insight and an understanding into faculty
participation and styles of participative decision making within
schools of nursing.
This chapter will include a summary of the research findings, a
discussion of the implications of the findings, and recommendations
for further research.
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Summary of Research Findings
This qualitative research study utilized in-depth interviews
with the dean and two faculty members from three randomly selected
baccalaureate schools of nursing in New England.

The dean must have

been in her position as dean for at least one year and the faculty
were randomly selected from a list of full-time faculty submitted by
the dean.
The dean and faculty members were interviewed regarding the
extent and style of participation in administrative decision making.
For the purpose of this study, administrative decisions fell into the
following areas: (1) budget; (2) policy formulation; (3) facilities
utilization; (4) faculty tenure; and (5) faculty workload.

The

formulation of these decision making areas were taken in part, from a
study conducted by O'Kane in 1984.
This study was limited to addressing participative decision
making through three questions.

A summary of the findings will

accompany each of the three questions.
Research Question One
Is participative decision making practiced by the dean and
faculty?

If so, how is it modeled?

Findings
(1) Budget.

All three deans and six faculty members responded

that decisions regarding budget are made primarily by the
dean with minimal input from the faculty.
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(2) Pohcx Formulation.

All nine participants responded that

decisions regarding policy formulation are made by the
faculty.
(3) Facilities UtilIzation.

All participants responded that

intra-university facility utilization decisions were made by
the university and extra-university decisions regarding
clinical rotations were made by the faculty.
(4) Faculty Tenure.

The three deans and six faculty responded

that decisions related to faculty tenure were made with
input from the faculty, dean, and university.
(5) Faculty Workload.

All nine participants responded that the

dean and faculty are responsible for decision making in the
area of faculty workload.

In addition, the dean and both

faculty from School "A" experienced input from the
university in this regard.

The three participants from

School "B" stated the union had input into decision making
concerning faculty workload.

Research Question Two
Do the dean and faculty share similar perceptions regarding the
extent of participation in decision making?

Findings
The perceptions expressed by each individual within each school
of nursing were shown to be parallel.

The dean and the faculty

viewed both the process and the individuals engaged in the process
simi1arly.
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From a cross-institutional perspective, all nine participants
shared the same perception of who has input into the decision making
process in the area of budget, policy formulation, faculty tenure,
and facilities utilization.

Differences were noted in the area of

faculty workload.

Research Question Three
What style of participation in decision making is employed?
Framework
Lawler (1986) classified decision making styles in a framework
which has been identified as a part of the conceptual framework for
this research.

The classifications are: top-down, consultative,

consultative-upward communication, consensus, delegation with veto,
delegation with policy philosophy guidelines, and pure delegation.
The definitions for these classifications are located in Chapter I.
These classifications have been utilized as a general guideline
and a way to think about possible decision making styles.
classifications were found to be helpful and also limiting.

These
From the

perspective of limitation, the researcher adapted the classifications
accordingly for the purpose of this research.

Findings
(1) Budget.

Top-down, with consultation was the decision making

style employed.
(2) Policy Formulation.
style utilized.

Delegation was the decision making
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(3) Facilities Utilization.

Top-down (intra-university

facilities) and delegation (extra-university clinical
facilities) were the two styles of decision making used.
(4) faculty Tenure.

Consultative-upward communication was the

style used by participants in this study.
(5) Faculty Workload.

Top-down and consultative-upward

communication were both used for teaching; delegation with
policy philosophy guidelines was employed for research and
also for service.

Themes and Sub-themes
The themes and sub-themes reported in this section are
commonalities of responses within and across schools of nursing as
identified by the researcher.

These themes and sub-themes direct the

style of decision making employed within the schools of nursing.
(1) Organizational Climate.

With sub-themes of (a) trust,

(b) fiscal constraints, (c) competition, and (d) size of
school.
(2) Structure.

With sub-themes of (a) union, (b) fiscal

constraints, (c) university structure, (d) size of school,
and (e) the school structure.
(3) Dean's Leadership Style.

With sub-themes of (a) dean's

having the big picture, (b) dean's influence, (c) dean's
view of own leadership style, and (d) faculty view of the
dean.
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Implications of the Findinqs
There are implications that emerge from this study that relate
to the following five areas: (1) O'Kane's Research; (2) Lawler's
Classifications; (3) Faculty Participation; (4) Preparation of Deans;
and (5) Higher Education.

Implications for O'Kane's Research
O'Kane identified that faculty desired involvement in decision
making in ten specific administrative areas of which the top five
areas were utilized as a part of the conceptual framework for this
dissertation.

Through the course of this research, findings have

shown that in the schools included in the research, faculty are
currently actively involved in all five areas of administrative
decision making.
In addition, O'Kane found that faculty perceive their
involvement to be one of making recommendations, not actually making
decisions.

This research study has illuminated that faculty do,

indeed, make administrative decisions depending upon the type of
decision to be made.
One of O'Kane's primary research findings noted that
administrator perceptions were that faculty possess more decision
making power than the faculty perceived.

This dissertation

identified similar perceptions by deans and faculty members.
The differences in research findings may be related to the
following possibilities: (1) O'Kane's larger sample size may have
affected findings; (2) inclusion of associate degree schools of
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nursing in O'Kane's study may have influenced findings; and (3) the
six years which have elapsed since O'Kane conducted her research may
have brought changes in the extent of faculty input in administrative
decision making within schools of nursing.
This research has taken O'Kane's study one step further by
exploring the extent and style of decision making employed in each of
the five areas identified in her research.

Implications for Lawler's Classifications
The classifications of decision making styles designed by Lawler
were developed through the use of a different population than
utilized in this study.

Since his focus was on businessmen within

business-oriented organizations, the classifications cannot be
expected to be directly applicable to other populations.
Although the definitions for the classifications were written in
a clear manner, they are limiting by definition within the academic
environment employed in this study.

The classifications may also be

limiting within other environments and populations as well.

A series

of classifications, designed specifically for women within an
educational environment, may offer more direct application for this
study or for other studies focused on a female academic department.
It was noted from the findings that the themes and sub-themes
may have affected the style and extent of participation in decision
making.

In determining decision making styles, one must be

encouraged to look at a larger picture than the specific decision,
and incorporate the themes into determining how decisions would best
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made.

The style depends on the specific decision to be made as

well as the climate, structure, and style of leadership.

If these

themes change, decision making style and extent may also change.
can also be noted that decisions are not just decisions.

It

They are

situational and depend on the organizational themes as well as the
situation which encompasses the decision making process.

Implications for Faculty Participation
The study indicated that in every area of administrative
decision making explored, faculty had input into the decision making
process.

There are ways in which faculty participation may be

strengthened.

As faculty members participate more in making

administrative decisions with administrators in a collaborative
manner, faculty need to be taught and have practice in participatory
management and participatory decision making.

A course in

organizational development and/or organizational behavior with an
emphasis on decision making would prepare future educators for
participation in the decision making process.

Such a course, offered

also to staff members within the school of nursing, could enhance the
extent and affect the style of decision making.
Teaching the principles and practice of participative management
and participative decision making within a leadership course for
nursing students could set a framework for future nursing educators.
This perspective on leadership may also affect the styles of
leadership nurses use within other work environments.
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Implications for Preparation of Deans
The literature addresses the lack of a formal program of study
for the position of dean of a school of nursing.

Much of the

training comes through on-the-job-training and is ill-suited for
preparing the dean.

Although some nursing graduate schools are now

incorporating some ski 11-building in this regard, a specially
designed program for nursing school administrators is implicated.
Nursing school deans need to be educated in various areas
including the art of communication (including listening and
responding), decision making skills, trust building, empowerment
skills, conflict resolution, and intrapersonal sensitivities.
The enhancement of these skills could be shared with faculty and
staff through workshops and through role modeling by the dean.

Implications for Higher Education
There are two predominant implications for a higher education
organization which emerged from this study.

The first is the

recognition that there is a bigger picture of an umbrella of themes
and sub-themes that play into the style of decision making.

The

three themes which were identified in this study, organizational
climate, structure, and the dean's style of leadership, may also be
extrapolated to be themes found within general higher education.

If

so, these themes should be taken into consideration when decisions
are to be made.

There may also be other important themes which

deserve attention in the decision making process.
and incorporation of these themes is encouraged.

The identification
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Secondly, as more organizations are incorporating employee
participation into their decision making process, the future
employees would fare best if their education included practical
knowledge of participative management and participative decision
making.

Courses focused on the theory and practice of this form of

management could be offered for students either as a required or an
elective component of their program of study.
From a more personal perspective, this study has implications
for the researcher.

As a nurse educator, it was important to hear

the words and experiences of both faculty and deans.

In academia, it

can be easy to be isolated with theory and neglect the reality of
people s experience.

The findings of the study were somewhat

different than expected.

Although the researcher had anticipated

some participation in decision making, the extent and some styles
were different than expected.

Since the researcher is not currently

active within any school of nursing, there was an expectation of less
participation than actually occurred.
The researcher also held a bias that participation in decision
making was the best way to make decisions.

The study was helpful in

expanding this view to realizing that there are situations when a
unilateral or top-down decision making is best utilized.
Finally, the identification of cross-institutional themes which
affect decision making was an unexpected finding.

In essence, the

researcher sees this as the core material which came from this
research study.

Although intellectually the themes and sub-themes

may make sense, the researcher has come to believe that they are not
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frequently taken into consideration when a style or the extent of
participation are being determined.

Recommendat ions for Further Research
Because a qualitative study of this type has not been done
before, replication is suggested to verify the results.

Replication

of this study in other areas of higher education would provide more
information for generalizing its findings.
Recommendations for further study may include the following:
1.

Expanding the size of the study to include more
institutions, faculty, and deans.

2.

Conduct a similar study with schools of nursing that are
either unionized or non-unionized to see if decision making
was experienced differently.

3.

Include people with racial, ethnic, and religious diversity.

4.

Conduct a similar study including schools of nursing in
different regions of the United States.

5.

Conduct a cross-cultural study utilizing schools of nursing
in other nations.

6.

Look specifically at private institutions or study both
private and public schools for comparative purposes.

7.

Include male deans and/or faculty in research study.

8.

Expand study to include staff and students within the
schools of nursing.

9.

Look at administrative decision making areas other than the
ones used in this study.
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10.

Use a classification of decision making styles other than
Lawler's which might be more applicable to higher education.

11.

Conduct a comparative study including schools of nursing
with a dean, and departments of nursing with a chairperson.

12.

Conduct a similar study that does not include any faculty
with middle management positions.

This qualification could

be included in introductory letter to the dean.
13.

Conduct a comparative study including Associate Degree
Schools of Nursing as well as Baccalaureate Degree Schools
of Nursing.

14.

Conduct a similar study in which the order of participants
interviewed is consistent from school to school.

For

example, first dean then faculty, or faculty then dean.

The directions for further research are unlimited and can prove
interesting.

This study has been an initial effort to investigate

participative decision making within schools of nursing.

The results

are important because they contribute knowledge regarding ways to
view the extent and style of participative decision making, and
incorporate the need to look at ways in which broader themes may have
input into this process.

Expanded investigation needs to be done to

understand and establish this developing area of transformational
leadership.

appendices
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APPENDIX A

COVER LETTER TO THE DEAN

May, 1990
Dean
School of Nursing
Dear [Dean]:
My name is Veda Andrus and 1 am a registered nurse and a doctoral
student in the Department of Organizational Development in the School
of Education at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst. I am
conducting a research study which will involve interviews with deans
and faculty in schools of nursing in New England.
I am soliciting your help as a participant in an interview study.
This study is primarily concerned with dean/faculty perceptions of
decision making within their school of nursing. As a participant,
you will be asked to take part in one 45 minute interview. This
interview will take place at a time and place convenient for you.
The interview will be audio taped and later transcribed. I will send
you a copy of the transcription for your review prior to engaging in
the final analysis of the material. This step will offer you the
opportunity to withdraw any information from the transcript that you
prefer not to be included in the analysis.
Every effort will be made to protect your anonymity. I will not use
your name, names of people mentioned by you, nor the name of your
school. Pseudonyms will be substituted for all names.
Please complete the enclosed consent form and return it to me if you
would be willing to assist by participating in this research study.
I will be in touch to arrange a time for the interview. If you have
any questions please feel free to call me at (413) 527-8772.
Thank you for your time.

I look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,

Veda L. Andrus

RN, MSN

appendix b

COVER IjTTER TO FACULTY MEMBER

May, 1990
Faculty Member
School of Nursing
Dear [Faculty Member]:

anTfaw"?yaineschooUSn?dy
WMch "ni
intervi^
ana
racuity in schools of nursing
in New1nvolve
England.

^ <"ans

I am soliciting your help as a participant in an interview study
This study is primarily concerned with dean/faculty perceptions^
decision making within their school of nursing. [Your dean] has
w if^ ffn fffrtiCfate in this stucJy- As a Participant, you
will be asked to take part in one 45 minute interview. This
interview will take place at a time and place convenient for you.
The interview will be audio taped and later transcribed. I will send
you a copy of the transcription for your review prior to engaging in
the final analysis of the material. This step will offer you the
opportunity to withdraw any information from the transcript that you
prefer not to be included in the analysis.
Every effort will be made to protect your anonymity. I will not use
your name, names of people mentioned by you, nor the name of your
school. Pseudonyms will be substituted for all names.
Please complete the enclosed consent form and return it to me if you
would be willing to assist by participating in this research study.
I will be in touch to arrange a time for the interview. If you have
any questions please feel free to call me at (413) 527-8772.
Thank you for your time.

I look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,

Veda L. Andrus

RN, MSN

APPENDIX C
CONSENT FORM:

deats PERMISSION FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE STUDY

primaril^concerned with^ean/facult" * reSefrch study which is
within your school of nursing7 As a^art^f^h^
deci?10n makin9

ISM:;"»-smiss'ax
The interview will be audiotaped and transcribed by myself or by a
professional secretary. I will send a copy of the transcript for
your review prior to engaging in final analysis of the material

fill
from

thSPfW1
0ffT r the °PP°rtunity to withdraw any information
the transcript that you prefer not to be included in the
analysis. You are free to withdraw consent and discontinue
participation at any time from the actual interview process.
My goal is to analyze the materials from the interviews to develop an
understanding of decision making within schools of nursing. This
understanding would be used in
(a) my dissertation,
(b) journal articles,
(c) presentations to professional groups,
(d) other purposes related to my work as a nurse educator.
In all written material and oral presentations in
materials from your interview, I will neither use
people mentioned by you, nor the institution with
affiliated. Every effort will be made to protect

which I may utilize
your name, names of
which you are
your anonymity.

Once the study is complete an executive summary of the dissertation
will be mailed to you.
If you need to contact me at any time, please call me at (413) 5278772.
In signing this form, you are agreeing to
(a) participate in this study
(b) the use of materials from your interviews as stated above
(c) forward, along with this consent form, a complete list of the
names of all nursing faculty for use in random sampling for this
study.
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financU?9cra!Lf?or’theUuteeofal?hei,Seiuim?
thatyour
y°U interview.
w111 make n0
UT tne material from

I,
stateSiKOHOTree to be

c^diUonsUafed'6

Signature of Participant

Telephone Number
Date

"

Interviewer

Enclosed, please find the complete list of names of nursing faculty.

APPENDIX D

-~NSENT

fACM-TY1S PERMISSION FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE STUDY

concerned^ith3^601/^ pa^ticipate ]n this study which is primarily
vour srhnnl nf
n/faculty perceptions of decision making within
^ndeDthhinL?viPwr!]?h' AS 3 part °f this study’ 1 wi11 conduct one
S
.]
t
y?u’ °ne 0ther fdCUlty member’ and the dean
five minutes in length.
lntervlew wl11 b* approximately fortyThe interview will be audiotaped and transcribed by myself or by a
professional secretary. I will send a copy of the transcript for
your review prior to engaging in final analysis of the material.
This step will offer you the opportunity to withdraw any information
from the transcript that you prefer not to be included in the
analysis. You are free to withdraw consent and discontinue
participation at any time from the actual interview process.
My goal is to analyze the materials from the interviews to develop an
understanding of the extent and level of participation of faculty in
administrative decision making. This understanding would be used in
(a) my dissertation,
(b) journal articles,
(c) presentations to professional groups,
(d) other purposes related to my work as a nurse educator.
In all written material and oral presentations in
materials from your interview, I will neither use
people mentioned by you, nor the institution with
affiliated. Every effort will be made to protect

which I may utilize
your name, names of
which you are
your anonymity.

If you need to contact me at any time, please call me at (413) 5278772.
Once the study is complete a summary of the dissertation will be
mailed to you.
In signing this form, you are agreeing to
(a) participate in this study
(b) the use of materials from your interviews as stated above.
In signing this form, you are also assuring me that you will make no
financial claims for the use of the material from your interview.
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I,

staUsment ana agree to be interviewed —__» have read the above
under the conditions stated

Signature of Participant
Date

~

~

Work and Home Telephone

Interviewer

appendix e

interview guide
1.

.

From your perspective, how are decisions
arrived at in this
school of nursing? Examples?

2

Who makes formal decisions in this organization?

3.

In what ways are you
involved in decision making? Academic?
Administrative?

4.

In what ways would you like to be involved in decision making?
Academic? Administrative?

5.

In what areas of decision making would you wish to be involved?

6.

Budget:
A) To what extent do you participate in decisions regarding the
budget for the school of nursing?
B) Give a recent example of how you participated.
C) In what way is your input incorporated into decisions?
D) How do you actually participate in the decision making
process?

7. Policy Formulation:
same questions as in number 6.
8. Facility Utilization: (can include the building which houses the
school of nursing and affiliated health care facilities)
same questions as in number 6.
9. Faculty Tenure:
same questions as in number 6.
10.

Faculty Workload:
same questions as in number 6.

11.

From your perspective, are decisions made at the best level in
the organization? Explain your answer.

12.

Are you satisfied with the process of participative decision
making?

13.

If you would like to be a more active participant in
administrative decision making, what do feel gets in the way of
being able to do so?

APPENDIX F

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Name of Nursing School:
State institution?:
Sex:

Private institution?:
Ethnic Origin:

Doctoral Degree: Yes

No

In what field?:

Faculty Position:
Tenured?:

How long in this position?
If so, how long?:

Junior Faculty?:
Undergraduate faculty?:
Actively teaching?:

Senior Faculty?:
Graduate faculty?:
Full time?:

Part time?:

Do you serve on any academic committees?:
What committee(s) do you serve on?:

Do you serve as chairperson on any committee?:

Any other pertinent information I need to know that might be helpful
in my understanding of your participation in decision making?:
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